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ADMINISTRATION AND' ORGANIZATION

658 WHIM J M: Manning schools - a new view point. .Runjab
Journal of. Education 1967, 3(4), 3340.

The existing practice of appointing only elderly persons exper
ience& in teaching, as principals of schools has been deprecated.
For the educational administrators, knowledge of particular sub-
jects is necessary, but acquaintance with educational problems and
a new vision about eddcation in a democracy, are more essential.
The elderly teachers hardly fit in the new set up'. As in the
government administrative services, 50% of the posts of prince-:
pals should be filled by promotion on the basis of seniority and
the rest should be direct recruits. The latter should have
Masters degree and should undergo two years' training in peda
gogical sciences and educational administration. The promoted
personnel should also undergo 9 months,' training in educational
administration.

659 WEST BENGAL HEADMASTERS' ASSOCIAMM4Headmasters' manual-
containing important rules,regulaiions and circulars by Govern-
ment, Board of Secondary gducation and others. Calcutta, the
Association, 1966. 368p.

Contains rules, regulations and circulars useful to schools
under:the West Bengal Board of Secondary Education pertaining to
the following topics: 1) W.B. Board of Secondary Education Act ;. 2)

revised school code; 3) school managing committee; 4) recognition
of school's; 5) appointments and dismissals; 6) teachers' qualifi-
cations, emoluments and grant-in-aid; 7) extension of servi ce; 8).
leave rules; 9) provident fund; 10) admission & fees; 11) discip-
line; 12) school guidance service; 13) co- education ;. 14) accounts.

ADULT EDUCATION

660 JAGDISH SINGH: Role of mass media of communication in the
eradication of illiteracy. Indian Journal of Adult Education
1967, 28(1), 8-9.

The role of newspaper, radio and TV as media of mass communi-
cation has been discussed. Since the language of the newspapers:
is not intelligible to the neo-Titerates special supplements in
a simple language and in bold types should be published for them.
This would help sustaining the newly acquired literacy of adults.
Radio may be very effective if educational broadcasts are proper-
ly integrated with adult literacy programmes. The ,professional



efficiency of .agricfulturiSts may be irnizroved through well
planned jiroaddasta. S m lady, 1Sceial education *ricers' can
be also benefittet by specially 'designed. WOOattes.--' The

the use of W.for eradication '-ii1JAeracy,
however, have to be explored.

. .

46.1 ..SHAW 3 U# Liberal education and. the villa ers of Mysore.
Indian Journal of :Adult Educhtion-1967, 28(2), 8 -10, 15,

*Presents an account of .Vid.yapeeths (seats of learning), a
series of 8 residential .collegeswhich.pro*ide liberal and
vocational edudation. by -combining the ,Wo philosophies of

-'0urt4cula System and Danish Polk High. School Mcivement. Sodial,
civic and cultural education and leadership training. form. an
important ,part of the Vidyapeeth studies. .In additon to the
two five-Month. residential 'courses condUcted. each year, a num,
ber.'of-ehort courses on specific rurell.wbjects are also *con-
duCied: The atirricultim of the five-month -opurSe..fiai been given.

662 ST U& W Adult education in India. Bombay,:.. Word.
UniVersity- Press, 1966. viii, 1140

Describes .auihol 13 impression about adult. education in India
from his visits' to India. Chapter I discusses-the situation
in which social education (as adult education is called. in
dia) has developed; Through adult education India envisages
the formation of a 4e4 'educative ,society". In chapter II the
conditiOns . obtaining in Delhi and Bombay cities and .in 'two
States viz, Bihar Weld tryEIOret have been outlined.. Chapter III
desdribes the prablems of social education. Social education
has beerr-thost ..suodessful when it is under voluntary movement,
enjoying the support of State departmentd of Education. Under
the community deielopment department its objectives become
diffused.. Pormation of State adult .education associationshas,
therefore, been suggested. In chapter IV the facilities avail-

_ able for workers' education in India have been described.
Chapter V deals with universities in ;elation to adult educat-
ion. The last chapter describes thw activities of the Wien
.AdUlt Education Association.

BASIC EDUCATION

.663. NAI TALIM SAlaTli *Hai lalim :Convention. ICS Bulletin
1.967., 3(1),

...The Convention held in-the T.eacher Training College, Kunde.sh-
'war, Tikamgarh district ,1(0) on .22443 _November 1966 .examined
the recommendations of the :Education' .Commission.(19.64-66).. The
Brea -up of ;Priniary:itage:Into lower:and .higheri.has;:40..t :.been
*pt./roved: Initeadi the'!school
break l le :unit of I..sor 8,:yeare to ibe followed Sr***11.

later 1 No .:3 ..Mareb,.1:96.7 ,200



secondary course. CoMmission's neglect of the concept of post-
basic education ,and the work of post-baSic education schools has
been regretted. Although the Commission has considered work-
experience, which is the most important principle of basic educat-
ion, as an integral. part of education at all stages,.the object-
ives and programmes have not been made clear. The Commission had
failed to appreciate the role of agricultural education vis-a-vis
the school children, because of lack of first-hand acquaintance
with practices and conditions obtaining in the Basic Schools
utilizing a6riculture as a productive craft. The convention.
regretted the discarding of the nomenclature 'basic education'
by the Commission and accepting its principles in their own way.
All education at least up to the end of the 10th standard should
be called basic education.

COURSES OF STUDY (HIGHER EDUCATION)

Social .Sciences and Humanities

664 VIR D: Cooperative member education:its content. 'Indian
Journal of Adult Education 1967, 28(2), 11-14.

The members of a cooperative can be classified under: 1)
prospective members, 2) ordinary members, 3) active or elite
members, and 4) members of managing committees and office
bearers. The content of the programme would be determined by
the nature of categories, objectives to be achieved and
resources available. Besides the prescribed syllatus adapted
to local conditions, topics of common interest and local
problems should be discussed. A programme should also be drawn
up for elected members.wiewkApe. Emphasis should be on busi-
ness aspects and development'of leadership which involves
knowledge of parliamentary procedures and skills of communi-.

cation with various groups. Some research in this field should
also be carried out.

665 HISTORY TEACHING SEMINA*A2 CHANDIGARH: ReCOMmendations.
( In Webster J C B, Ed. History for college students.
Chandigarh, Panjab University, 1966. 27-44 ).

The student-teacher ratio should be 40:1 and the work-load of
teachers should be 18 and 15 periods per week for paSs and
honours courses respectively. The outline of the history
syllabi recommended for the three-year degree classes (pass
and honours) is as follows: 1) Pre-university: survey of
Indian history from the earliest time to 1947; 2) Degree
course; (a) Ist year ancient and medieval World, (b) 2nd
year - modern world and modern India or European history
(1789-1939) or British history (1485 - 1,914), (c) 3rd year -
ancient Indian history upto 1000 AD, or Indian history (mid-
twelfth to mid-eighteenth century), or Indian history (1740-
1950); 3) Honours courses (a) 2nd year i) 2(b) above, ii)
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one topic from 2(c) above,

Europe (1784 -194), Britain
(1689-1941), Japan & China
2(c) above, one topic from
of the Guptas, the freedom
Suggested reading list and

and iii) one of the following:
1603-1914), USA 1600-1945, U44.0.11.

(1840-1949), Africa, (b) 3rd year -
3(a)(iii) above, arid special studies
movement or the French revolution.
sample questions have been given..

666 HULBE S Ks Community development, the Indian universities
and the planning forums. Now Concepts 1967, 1(2), 51-6. 2 ref.

Government's attempts to bridge the widening gulf between
educational institutions and society through programmes like
planning forums, social camps and literacy drives did not
prbduce appreciable results. The propriety of educational
institutions engaging in constructional activities is still
questioned. This reflects the failure of the university
faculties to utilize processes of socio-economic development
for furthering social science research. The progress of
community development projects on the other hand is hand--
capped for lack of qualified personnel.:The educational
institutions should, therefore, include community development
in the curriculum. Involvement of universities in the
planning forum activities would provide an opportunity to
study the community in action, enrich the academic life and
make education substantive and relevant to demands of the
developing society.

667 WEBSTER J C Bs History for college students (Proceedings
of the Seminar on History Teaching - Chandigarh). (In Webster
J C B, Ed. History for college students, Chandigarh, Panjab
University, 1966. 13-26. 14 ref.)

History teaching assumes a continuing process of interaction
between the historian and his facts and, an unending dialogue
between the present and the past. While teaching, the subject
should be presented as a series of problems rather than as a
series of answers. Generalizations can be useful in history,
both as aids to comprehension and as tools of criticism. Ex-
p]iation is basic to historical study. Causation is one sub -

aspect of the wider problem of historical explanation. Four
suggestions about teaching 'causes' have been made: 1) causes

are multiple; 2) they are interconnected; 3) not all causes
are equally important; and 4) people cause events. The teach-

ers should instil in students only those values which are
inherent in the discipline of historical studies and not those

which are the products of the biases of either the teachers

or the historians. The teaching methods should be determined
by the nature of discipline and not by the expectations of the

students or the exigencies of the examination system.
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Science and Technology

668 CHANDRASEKRAR 5: Thoughts on physics education. Science
Resource Letter 1967, 1(1), 2-4.

Physics as a separate subject should form an integrated course
covering middle and high schools. Since the high school stage
is a terminal point for most students, the syllabus should be
self-oontained. At the college level the emphasis should be on
depth, without making the course too speciali4ed. A good mathe-
matical training is necessary at this stage. On completion of
this course the student's may either become school teachers or can
choose technical courses requiring knowledge of physics. The Hon-
ours and. Masters courses, should be designed for prospective college
teachers and researchers. The syllabus should emphasize the
fundamental unity of the various branches. Students taking
research work should select advanced courses on special topics,
e.g. mathematical methods, advanced quantuth mechanics, nuclear
and particle physics, and selid state. physics. There is need
for standard textbooks by Indian scientists and teachers.

669 JAIN R Ks Higher education for business in-India. Nagpur,
Vi shwa Bharati prakashan, 1966. viii, 117p. 32 ref.

Topics discussed in 1.4 chapters include: 1) growth of commerce
education in India; 2) the objectives and goals of commerce
education; 3) the need for evolving a theory of commerce, 4)
research in commerce. It has been stressed that the creation
of conditions and an environment conducive to the growth of
research in business is the collective responsbibility of both
academicians and practitioners; 5) courses of study. The .

shortcomings of the existing syllabi have been pointea out and
guidelines for planning the course from the earliest to the
postgraduate leVel have been suggested; 6) role oiteachers;
7) role of educational institutions; 8) selection:teachers.
The appendix gives the model syllabus for B.Com. degree course
formulated by the All India Council. for Technical Education.

670 KAPUR J N: Mathematics in engineering curriculum. (In his
Essays in mathematics education, Delhi, Ram Chand & Co., 1966.

Objectives of teaching mathematics to engineers are two-fold:
1) teaching the formulae and techniques required in the study
of other b7an2es of science, engineering science and techno-
logy; 2) :teaching mathematical habit of thinking. Following
suggestions have been made for improving the contents of mathe-
matics in undergraduate courses in engineering colleges: 1)
reduction of the number of examples on mechanical different-
iation and, integration of complicated function; 2) in calculus,
emphasis on numerical integration; 3) in coordinate geometry,
imparting knowledge of simple properties; 4) in differential"
equations, emphasis on numerical integration; 5) in algebra,
emphasis on linear algebra, matrix theory, elements of alge
bra of set and Boolean algebra; 6) inclusion of vector algebra,
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vector calculus, probabiJ ty theory and statistical. inference.
About one-eighth of the total time in the 5 years',:course should
be devoted to the teaching of mathematics.

671 ICAPUR J N: Training In operations research. (In his Essays
on mathematics education, Delhi, Ram Chanel .& Co 1966. 136-9).

The .n.eed for training both in theory and practice has- been
stressed. The universities should be the training gOunds for
:theory, while the industry; should. provide training fieldS for
practice. In' training, techniques should. be learnt first, their
theory and limitations understood. well and then problems should.
be attempted. While agreeing that research should be problem-
oriented., it has -been. stressed that it should. be preceded by a
Bound understanding of techniques and the foundations of the
algorithms. Operations research problems would provide Opport-
unities for developing new mathematical techniques.

672 LYNTON R P, PAREEK Training in human relations - a
multipurpose design. Indian Educational Review 1967, 2(1),
80-90. 11 ref,

Describes a design for training personnel under. controlled
nditions (i.e. in a .laboratory) in the skills of working

together and living creatively. The training formed a part
of the regular in-service courses of three months' duration
Organiied by the Small. Industry Extension Training Institute,
Hyderabad for industrial consultants;. extension officers and
managers :of small industrial units. Participants rated them-
elVes Wore and after the laboratory on a five-pt int scale,
for each= "dimensions of behaviour pertaining to listening, taking
initiative, expressing feelings, and interactine,iith a sUper
ior. jach participant rated his present behavio4r and also
what he wiAhed his behaviour to be. The resulttk.show that the
labor4tories increased the insight of participants into. their
own behaviour. They recognized some wide discrepancies between
the.frequenciel with which they beh' Ted .in certain ways and the
frequencies with which they. wished to behave in these ways. It
i$, possible to start laboratory training in India. The mini-
pounr requirements are two exierienced trainers and 15 closely
scheduled: hours in groups 4'.1ess than 25.

tn SHAH A Bs Science education 'in India. (In SHAH A B, Ed..

Teaching of natural sciences. Bombay, Manaktalas, 1966. 37-43).

The three-fold objective of the teaching of science at the
university level is: 1) to give the student,, an knsig)1,t; lintopir-7-:,,

the hi stor:k cal -grpwt.4 ..:92' science as an' tipriiiSsl.on ,,of, .-khe .f,:,..,-...:
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about the application of scientific methods to problems of man,.
in- society; 3) to provide an understanding of the basic find-
ings and the major techniques of the discipline of his choice.
Accordingly,` two types of courses in science have been suggest-
vit. 1) a compulsory general integrated course, and 2) a strict-
lx subject course. The courses in minor subjects at the gradu-
al* level should be redesigned keeping their instrumental role
in view*

Medicine

674' CHANDRA, Integrated teaching in undergraduate medical
education. Indian Journal of Medical Education 1967, 6(1),
4-7.

The advantages of integrated teaching for meeting the physicali
soCio-cultural and psycho-emotional needs of 'the community,
have been discussed. Integrated teaching requires integration
of subjeots through a progressive and logical sequence of
instruction which will enable students to correlate their.
knowledge about all the subjects they are studying at any one
time. Integration should also be achieved between pre-clini-
cal, para-clinical and clinical sciences. The chronological
sequence of subjects to be taught under integrated teaofiing.
shoUld be planned at the outset. Integration of staff should'
also be achieved to facilitate co- ordinated teaching. Some of
the well- recognized methods of integrated teaching disaussed
are: 1) co-ordinated lectures; 2) clinico-social conference;
3) bed-side teaching; and 4) comprehensive heiath °are pro-
gramme.

675 PRASAD B G: Integrated teaching of psychiatry and mental
subjects at the preclinical stage. Indian Journal of Medical
Education 1967, 6(1), 27-31. 9 ref.

Medical psychology and sociology should be considered as basic
sciences for the teaching of psychiatry. This would help the
medical students to understand mental patients as human beings
and not as biological entities, whose behaviour is conditioned
by an interplay of inborn reactions and physical, psychological
and social influences. The departments of physiology, social
and preventive medicine, and psychiatry should collaborate in
the integrated teaching of psychiatry in the re- clinical
4tage. The topics to be covered in teaching (total 60 hours)
the subject have been listed.

676 SATTANAND Ds Place of psychiatry in undergraduate and
postgraduate studies in India. Indian Journal of Medical
Education 1967, 6(1), 32-44.

At the undergraduate level, the course should be divided
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in. three phases: pre- clinical, pars-clinical and. clinical. The
course followed at the All-India Institute of Medical Sciences,
.341 Delhi (given in Appendix I) has been generally recommended
with sOmemodifidations. Per postgraduate studies leading to

psychOlogical medicine, the syllabus prepared by the
author and' adopted by the Institute (gilen. in Appendix II) has.
been suggested. Only the institutions having well-equipped
clinics like child guidance clinic, group psychotheraphy clinics,
should be perMitted to teach the subject at the M.D. level.
Qualifications. for admission are: 1) two-year .course medical
graduates who after registration have completed one year.of
house physicianship in a large psychiatric ward; 2) three-year
course - medical graduates after completion. of one year inter-
nship. One-year postgraduate diploma course in psychological
medicine has been discouraged. Psychiatry should also be
taught toM.D. students in medicine, paediatrics, preventiVe
and social medicine, and other sub-specialities of medicine,
if they have not already taken an undergraduate course.

677 SATYANAND Ds Role of psychiatry in the curriculum of
Instititutes of Public Health and Hygiene. Nagartun 1967,
10(5), 230-12.

The reasons for the resistanoe faced by the public health
vorkez's in getting the principles of public health and hygiene
accepted and worked out by the people, should be properly
underdtood for the success of the health programmes. It is,
therefore, necessary that social anthropology, group-dynamics
and group therapy as taught by analytically- oriented psychiat-
rists, should form an indispensable part of the curriculms.

678 RAMLU M A: Some aapects of engineering education in India.
New Sketch 1967, Republic Day Special No. '26 January, 18-21.

Suggestions for the improvement of diploma courses offered
by the polytechnics are: 1) appointment of'teachers possessing
degree or diploma and'industrial experience; 2) adequate
stipends for students from poor and middle classes; 3) proper
selection of students. The requirements for elevating the
standard are: 1) greater contactwith the industry; 2) well-1.
equipped engineering laboratories; 3) adequate tutorial class-
es; and 4) practical training. Suggestions haVe been made to
introduce some new specialities at the .liploma and post-
diploma.level. At the degree level the existing disparity
'between the Indian Institutes of Technology and other engin-
eering colleges should be narrowed down.

CURRICULUM

679 MANI U Si Social service in schools and colleges and
its evaluation.. Indian Education 1966-671.40-2),..12-46.,
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Sic :1;a .service` Shag ld be ithitational.**Prcigrammes
at all* levels 'So *Alit the leisure.h.ai.trai ,.tit.thaP144e.:scaif.be

for AkelOre'.attivitieSo'..:APPOdiAlelit at sep-
arate '..editifistibital intipetitOts' for rendeArig guidanbe insti-
tuti,one, tailtherefere been .suggestedi, Each edittnttiona
institution Should be''atisigned a speeific geographitleil area
for 0bn:dud-tit* fieltt*Work. The - evaluation of the viiiik?Aotie
by institution s .a dud be aittde by insp'e'ctors it-'tht. end: of-
each academic year Marks *Should. be .assigned on the ba'sis of
-evaluation to each institutions. 'Ciartifioates':a merit' should

awardedto-partisbipant teachers and .students on thia
acbiititement should be considered. for fUture employment

and promotion. Financial grants to inStitutionti iihould 'also be
-partly.. guided by the aohievement of the individual inititutionia.

680. -NUTT Curricular adjustments for gifted children.
Progress of Idtioation 1967, 41(6) 0' 208-13.

:Stresses the -need for .evolving an appropriates programme for
identifAng *the' gifted (children in India and making organ
izational provision for theirdevelopment. Three methods of
identification' have been suggested: 1) informal misthad
identification by teachers through observations; 2) maintain-
ing cumulative record cards designed to provide 'a continuous
record. of significant information -regarding student's progress
and growth; 3) preparation- sociograms which provide deep in-
sight into problems of Social maturity. 'Origamizational pro-
viv31bn. for curricular adjustments includes: 1) special schools
and special classes; 2) academic -enrichment programine; 3)
grouping within* a class; 4) individualized instruction; 5)
proviscon of supplementary educational material; 6) aocele-
ratibn programme for children aufficiontly advanced in
terms of physittalf*socio-emotional and academic growth.*

681 CHMPAZAM S, BALASUBRAILLNIAN S Cs-Nutrition in the syllabi
and text-books of elementary wheels, JoUrnal of Nutrition
and Metetics, 1967, 4(1), 36 -40.6 ref.

i '-The syllabi in nutrition in elementary schools a 11 Indian
States were examined. for their content and. adequacy *of cover-.
age of the subject-iatter. The syllabi for the first six-
grades and the lessons on nutrition in the text-boOks for
classes IV to VI in elementary schools in Andhra Pradesh were
examined in detail. There. appeared to be a need for re:-
arrangement of the 'topics in the syllabi and certain important
concepts were found to be omitted., The text-books which were
in use in the English medium schools Ai Hyderabad., Andhra
Pradesh, were defective and contained many inaccurate state-
ments. Liberal use has, been made of terms, and words which'
were much above the level of comprehension'of children in
the elementary grades. Examples have been quoted..
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682 DESAI D M: Social studies and the Kothari Education Commi-

ssion (Editorial). Social Studies Teacher 1967, 3(4), 1-2.

Following the recommendations of the Secondary EdUcation Commi-
ssion (1952-53), the integrated study of social dirvices was
introduced in schools, and the NCERT/prepared up 4 fused syllh-

'bus. This was expected to reveal the inter -relationship' of

the subjects of social studies and to inculcate/social skills
and better social attitudes and interest in stu4ents. be

Education Commission (1964-66) on the other hand favours
integrated study up to the lower primary level and stressed

the desirability of gradaal splitting of the subject into

component units. At the higher secondary stage, history,
geography and civics should be taught as separate subjects.

The recommendations, if accepted, would retrard the progress

so far made under the guidance of NCERT.

683 JOSHI A Cs Scientific and technical
elementary and secondary levels. Ca
Teaching of natural sciences. Bombay,

9-25).

education at the
Shah A B, Ed.
Manaktalast 1966.

At the elementary stage children should be trained in the

scientific method of problem-solving, which implies systematic

observation and carrying out simple experiments. At the

secondary stage there should be two programmes: 1) general

science for all students, 2) elective science covering all
branches to understand thl impact of science on society and

aimed at the preparation of scientific and technical personnel.

Workshop should be the link between scientific and technical

education in the school. Familiarity with simple'tools and
processess and a good grounding in mathematics should be

ensured. Rapid expansion of science education in universities

would help meeting the shortage of teachers. The importance

of well-equipped laboratories, adequate instructional material

and science clubs has been stressed. Setting up an organi-,

cation exclusively for the framing and revising of science

curricula has been recommended.

684 KELKAR S V: Education Commission and science education.

Vigyan Shikshak 1967, 11(1), 40-8

The validity of the following recommendations of the Edu-

cation Commission (1964-66) has been questioned: 1) teaching

mathematics and science to all students up to clasalt; 2)

teaching physics, chemistry, biology etc. as separate sub-

jects from class V onwards; 3) agriculture orientation in
rural schools, and technology orientation in urban schools;

4) teaching the entire arithme.ticsand basic algebra at the

primary stage; 5) science teaching being built round home-

technology; 6) provision that a student of first degree
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course could opt for a subject which he has not studied earl-
ier; 7) regional language as medium of instruction up to
postgraduate level; 8) devoting 20% of the time in teacher
training programme to the study of the subjects to be taught;
9) prescribing Masters degree as the minimum qualification
for teachers of higher secondary schools and teacher-odue-
caters in primary and secondary training colleges; and 10)
sanctioning higher grants to efficient schools and ccllegos
depriving the more needy institutions.,

ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION

DATTA At Education, science and economic development.
Quest 1966, No. 51, 21-7.

The tendency to prepev'ate the rules of a traditional society
in educational institutions prevents the system of education
and research from meeting the demands of a developing economy.
Higher secondary education should be preparatory to university
education and the tendency to closely relate it to the vo-
cational requirements of students and to diversify it accord-
ingly, should be discouraged. Diversification to technical
and vocational courses should be at the age of 14. Higher
secondary course should be consolidated, with relatively few
elective subjects. Teaching has to be problem-oriented. This
necessitates a change in, the examination system. To prevent
brain drain, no student should be sent abroad. without com-
pleting the highest course available. The prerequisite,
however, is the elevation of standards of at least some
selected universities. A change in the organizational pattern
of educational and research institutions has been suggested.
Other suggestions are: 1) utilization of research result for
economic development; 2) communication of scientific knowledge
to the common people; and 3) enunciation of a science policy
rooted in an appropriate philosophy.

686 KOTHARI V N: Economic issues in education policy. Edu-
cation & Psychology Review 1967, 7(1), 6-9.

The cost of education may either be direct or indirect. The
former represents the cost of resources while the latter
includes the earnings forgone by the educands, cost of impetus
given for furthering free primary education, scholarships
and loan scholoarships. Benefits of education may be cultural
(non-monetary) as well as economic (monetary). These may
accrue either to individuals or to society. As regards pure-
ly economic aspect, the educational system should be linked
with the manpower planning. The manpower planning however
works well for technical and vocational education rather
than for general science and liberal education. In democra-
tic country the increase in the number of educated persons
is likely to exceed the demand, in spite of vocational-
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ization of education. Economists are not entitled to advocate
planning education only in terms,of employment potential. The
implications in terms of costs and benefits of various courses
of action should. be made clear and the final decision left to
others. If the choice is made with a clear understanding. of
the economic implications, the policy followed is likely to.be
more efficient.

687 PARIKH G D: Education and economic development. General
Education Quarterly 1967, 3(3), 19-29.

The relation between education and economic development may
be considered from two points of view: 1) meeting the man-
power needs of the community, and 2) responding to education
at all levels. In primary education, the important factor is
the number of students successfully conlleting the course. At
the secondary stage the need is for diversification of courses
and their orientation towards sub-professional occupations.
Some common educational experience should be provided to all
the undergraduates. The courses offered by universities should
be of a general nature and not adjusted tr.) the requirement
of specific jobs or functions. Complementary instruction to
the working craftsmen should be provided with a view to re-

. ducing pressure on institutions of formal education. Estab-
lishment of junior colleges providing general and vocational
education leading to a degree has been suggested for those
who cannot attend university colleges. Active participation
of universities in the life of the community through extra-
maral activities, extension work, problem-solving activities
would help development effort.

688 RAO V K R V: Role of education in economic development.
Hitavada Republic Day Number 26 January 1967, p.IV, cols.
1-4. Mess in education - some remedies. Tribune 30 January
1967, p.IV, cols. 3-5. 2100 words.

A reorientation in the educational system is necessary for
the prevention of wastage in every stage of education and pro-
motion of economic growth. The educational structure should
consist of 1) a terminal point at the end of 10th classi 2)
independent streams of technical, agricultural, commercial and
other vocational training; and 3) another independent stream
for those who want to qualify for entrance into the university.
Restrictive university education should not, however, mean
preventing people from improving their qualifications at a
later stage. Correspondence courses,part time courses,
evening courses, morning colleges etc., would provide
opportunities for such people.
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EDUCATION t GENERAL

689 AHMED F ,A: Eighteen years oT educational freedom. AIN
E0onomic Review 1967, 18(13-14), 53-5.

Educational achievements of India since independence are
1) enrolment in primary .schools is about 51 million, a three-
fold increase over the 1947 figure) 2) institution of diversi-
fidd coursee in about 3873 multipurpose schools to accomModate
different kinds of 'ability 3) establishment of central schools
tor the children of defence personnel and Union Government
employees, 4) increase in literacy percentage) 5 establishment
of a Department of. Sciehce Education in the NOERT,wbich re-
vises science curricula, trains key personnel, maintains, stand-
ards for science apparatus, .organizes a National*Talent Search
for gifted children; 6) increase in the national investment in
technical education froMlis.202 million in 1956'toits.1420 million
in Third-Plan; 7) setting up of special wDments polytechnics;
and 8) a chain of five technical institutions, the Indian
Institutes of Technology.

690 JAYASWAL S R: Tagore on problems of education. Education
1967, 46(2), 5-8.

Taeoress views on education have been examined in the context
of some of the present day educational problems. He advocated
the adoption of the mother- tongue as the medium of instruction.
Education imparted through a foreign medium does not help the
children to cultivate the power of thought and imagination.
It creates a cultural crisis in the life of the individuals as
Well as in the society. Tagore desired to combine Indian
education and culture in order to promote the harmonious
development of human personality. Education should encourage
creativity, grant freedom of self-expression and should be
related to the life of pupils. Referring to adult education,
Tagore stressed the importance of indigenous cottage
industries, co-operative banking, village self-government,
expansion of adult and primary education, improvement of
rural hygiene and establishment of library and laboratory for
agricultural. research. The aim of education is that student
should in the.. fullest sense be true to their humablty.

691 MATHURV S: Trends in' educational thought in India. Tribune
4 reburary 1967, p.4, cols. 3-5. 1152 words.

Recent trends are: 1) 'considering education as a means for
developing the total personality - physica; mental, social
and spiritual; 2) recognition of individual differences in
bildren physiOal, intellectual and psychological - warrant-
ing individualized instruction;. 3) emphasis on self-edu-
cation and work experience; 4) democratisation of school
administration 5) introduction of some form of student
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government to encourage self-initiative and to instill disci-
pline and responsibility; 6) integration of school activities
with the community life; and 1).parent-teacher cooperation.

plea has been made for the revival and reconstitution of
Indian idealism and evolving a national system of education.

692 SEN N B, Ed.. Glorious thought% on education. New Delhi,

New hook society of India, 1967. 360p.

Contains quotations from the works of eminent scholars, poets,
philosophers and social reformers of both East and West. The
topics chosen relate to education, character, the mind, manners,
languages, ideas and ideals, teacher and student, schools,
colleges and universities.

EDUCATION COMMISSION

693 RAWALGAONKAR V S: Dr. Kothari Commission and its recommend.-
ations. Maharashtra Educational Journal 1966, 15(2), 37.43.

Unless expenditure on education is considered as productive
investment, no revolutionary changes can take place. To .

achieve the expectations of the Commission, education must be
placed on the Concurrent List. The omission of any reference
to the fundamental principles of philosophy of education is
striking. The'Commission is not also clear about the media
of instruction. The suggestions regarding the study of for-
eign languages in addition to three other languages are
unpracticable. The opening of new universities for post-
graduate research and studies is unrealistic. Instead, the
existing universities could be improved. Considering the
present economic conditions the possibility of raising the
per-capita expenditure on education seems to be remote.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

694 BHATNAUR R P: Research on personality correlates of
academic achievement - a review. Educatinnal Forum 1966,
11(4), 36-9. 10 ref.

The major portion of research on personality correlates of
academic achievement has involved the use of psychological
tests and statistical analysis. Though the Rorschach has
been more frequently used for predicting achievement, other
projective tests like Picture Frustration Tett, Sentence
Completion, Doll Play, T.A.T., etc. have also. been used. The
projective techniques other than the Rorschach are more effect-
ive measures which discriminate between the poor and adequate
achievers. Probably, the Doll Play and T.A.T. techniques
measure some aspects of personality, which may be related to
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achievement behaviour in academic situations.

695 DESHMUKH S N, SHANBHAG V V, BAXI A J: Medical student and
medical education. Indian Journal of Medical Education 1967,

6(1), 13-16.

A study with a sample of 128 Final M.B.B.S. students revealed

that of the 16 active hours9they spend 1) 5i-hours in attend-

ing lectures). tutorials and wards; 2) 82 hours in activities
like gossiping; taking meals, extra-curricular activities etc.,

3) 2 hours for studying. However, during the examination term
they study for 8 hours on an average. The tendency to study
during examination term is due to the importance attached to

the university examination rather than daily work. Other.reve-

lations are: 1) use of library was mainly restricted during the

examination term; 2) poverty does not seem to affect the studies

of average students; 3) factors affecting the studies were

more of a personal nature.

696 DUTT N K: Anxiety and ascendance-submission in teachers.

Punjab Journal of Education 1967, 3(4), 86-9. 10 ref.

A.study was conducted with 246 teachers randomly selected from

various institutions in Panjab with a, view to find out 1) the
direct relationship between enxiety and ascendance- submission

(AS)Q, and 2) the pattern of distribution of AS in the popula-
tion studied. Though ascendance and submission are separate

traits, for convenience they can be cast into a single conti-

nuum on the psychograph. This is aloo justified because they

are complementary from the point of view of adaptive signi-

ficance. The study revealed that professional hierarcy in

teaching does not have any relationship with AS, but it is

interesting to note that teachers, as a group, are ascendent.

Anxiety and ascendance are substantially and negatively corre-

lated. It can be concluded that the tension created by anxiety

is resolved comparatively more successfully by ascendent people

than by submissive ones. The attitude of self-surrender is

perhaps the cognitive aspect of submissive behaviour.

697 GEORGE I, GOPALA PILLAY P, DHARMANGADAN Bs Effect of

physical disability on personality adjustment and achievement

of secondary school pupils. Journal of Education & Psycho-

logy 1967, 24(4), 180-7. 9 ref.

This study was conducted to compare two groups of secondary

school pupils viz; 1) physically defective pupils and 2) nor-

mal pupils - equated. on age, total number of schooling years,

economic status and intelligence - along the following vari-

ables: 1) health adjustment 2) home adjustment 3) social adjust-

ment 4) emotional adjustment 5) school adjustment 6) intro-
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version-extraversioni7) neuroticism;8) scholastic achievement;
and 9) proportion of leadership positions held in schools. The
results indicate& that.physically defective pupils were infer-
ior in health, home and school adjustMent, while they did not
differ significantly in social and emotional adjustment. No
significant difference is noticed in the S.S.L.C. examination
marks. The chir-square value also shaws no significant differ-
ence when the frequencies of pupils, from the two groups, who
were in the S.S.L.C. but did not appear for the examination,
who failed in the examination, who passed the examination with-
out class and who passed with first class, were considered.
Thus it is evident that when age and intelligence are control-
led the defectives achieve as much as the normals. It is
suggestive that in spite of their slightly greater difficulty
in school adjustment, they manage to achieve as much as the
normals. The defectives were found to have equal status, in
scholastic achievement. They were also found to outnumber the
normals when the proportion of leaders from the two groups was
compared.

698 JITENDRA MOHAN: Reminiscence a review. Journal of Edu-
cation & Psychology 1967, 24(4), 204-14. 103 ref.

A review has been made of the literature .to study the growth
Avf the theory and experimental work in the field. The imp-
ortance of the concepts reactive inhibition (ir) and condition-
ed inhibition (sIr) and consolidation has been evaluated. A
multifactor theory of reminiscence with due consideration for
control and evaluation of various variables i.e. personality,
drive, task, practice and physiological states has been put
forward. A higher sophistication in method, analysis in them
is called for.

699 . LAMB.= S: Study of:the relationship betWeen the rate of
learning and achievement' motive among high school boys. Journal
of Psychological Researches 1967, 11(1), 28-3. 3 ref.

The experiment was conducted in two stages. The first stage
consisted of selecting the fast and slow learners based on the
rate of learning as measured ip' learning a maze. The second
.stage explored the relationship between the rate of learning
and achievement motive. Thee results.dhow a significant (.01
level) difference between the mean n-sohiwirement scores of fast
and slow learners. This indidates that on the.. average, the
fast learners have a high n-achievement than. the slow learners,
Most of the fast learners secured positive scores for Aohieve-
ment Motive. Very few slow learners sedured positive scores
for Aohievement Motive. A comparison of the S.D. for fast .and
slow learnerii'indicateg a greater variability among the fast-,
learners in n-achievement scores. There is no relationship
between the number of trials taken to master the maze and
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Achievement Motive in the case of both. fast and slow learr.ters
under neutral condition.

700 LONG. L, =TA P H,. Eds: ,First mental me.1054remprit bawl-book
for India. New Delhi, National Council of Educational Research
a:Training, 1966. xi, 505.

Part I gives abstracts of. 326 tests developed. by 273 individuals.
The'tests are classified under 8 major heads: 1) intelligence;

achievement in languages; 3) achievement in social sciences;
4 abhievement in mathematics and science; 5) aptitude; 6) in-
terest awl value; 7) personality; and 8) miscellaneous. Each
test has been assigned a four-digit number - the digits re-
presenting a classification or sub-classification. Inform-
ation regarding each test has been given under 17 categories,
for comparison. Part II contains reviews of 42 tests, pre-
pared at the Workshop on Long Range Planning the Testing
Field held in August 1962. There are two indexes - index
to tests and author index.

70 MUKERJEE B N, SINRA B N: Some relationships between, anxiety
level and need for achievement. Journal of the Indian Academy
of Applied. Psychology 1967, 4(1), 11-20. 49 ref.

Demonstrates the relationship between manifest anxiety and
achievement motivation as measured by Mukherjeets'Sentence
Completion Test (SCT), even after the effect of social desir-
ability is partialled out. TWO explanations for the corre-
lation have been offered. Tha law intercorrelations among four
measures of anxiety, viz, Taylor MAS, Freeman Anxiety Test,
Martin Checklist and. Test Anxiety Questionnaire (TAQ), are
explained in terms of the multidimensional nature of 'anxiety.
The relationship between the disposition to arimid failure as
measured by TAQ and achievement motivation' was insignificant
Oft,*18i1:*.00. A Chi-square analysis of the data was
also perrormed. In the resultant faarfold contingency table,
the two groups consisted of the top and bottom quartiles on
the TA4, and the two classifications consisted of the higher
and lower groups, classified on the basis of the median
score on the SOT. The over-all X2was 5.19. (p .02),, The
results suggest that the negative relationship between SOT
and TAQ scores hold good only at the extremes of the dis-
tribution of test anxiety variable, and, as such, it is diffi-
cult to say whether or not the SOT taps the strength of a
motive to avoid failure. The results also indicate the need
to partial out the anxiety .drive component in studies designea
to measure the effect of achievement motivation on performance.
The findings further rodeo some doubt as to the validity of
most studies relating manifest anxiety and, performance, since
in such studies no attempt has been made tt Adthinate the
effect of achievement motivation.
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702 MUTHAYYA B C: Influence of age on level of
adolescents. Indian Educational Review 1967,
11 ref.

4

aspiration among
2(1), 91-6.

Discusses a study undertaken to explore whether change in age
causes a consistent change in the aspiration behaviour of
adoldscents. Six tasks (3 performance and 3 non-performance)
were administered to a sample of 235 students in the age group
13-17 from classes IX to XI of Madras city schools. The result
showed that Moan Goal Discrepancy Score increases with increase
in age, suggesting that aspiration levels 'are influenced oy
the maturation process accompanying the increase in age. This
trend was consistent-thaugh.not always significant.

703 NARAYAN RAO S: Distribution of ability among university
students. Journal of Vocational and Educational Guidance
1967, 13(1), 18-24.

A group of 2,244 undergraduate male students in the S.V. Uni-
versity-was administered the Raven's Progressive Matrices Test,
in order to determine the validity or otherwise of the general
notion that students in professional colleges have higher abi-
lity than those in non-professional institutions. The results
confirm the popular belief. However, high ability or high
level of past achievement in the pre-university examination is
found to be a poor predictor of performance in professional
course like engineering. The Chi-square tests of the re-
lation of ability and achievement revealed that they are
independent. Therefore, selection of students on the basis
of past performance (as a predictor of success) appears to
be unsound. It has been further suggested that suitable steps
should be taken to induce students of superior ability to
take up courses in social sciences and humanities in order
to provide suitable personnel for fields like judiciary,
administration and education.

704 NIJHAWAN H Kg WITH P: Analysis of teachers' ratings of the
behaviour of nursery school children. Psychological Studi3s
1967, 12(1), 53-65. 17 ref.

Twentyfive children from a nursery school in Chandigarh were
rated by 3 teachers in 5 social traits - cooperation, agrers-
ion, ascendance, sympathy and negativism, on a 9-point scale.
To work out the validity of the ratings, observational scores
were obtained. The validity coefficients for the 5 traits
when pooled ratings wore used, ranged between .29 to .43.
Analysis of variance was computed to test the variance be-
tween raters, ratees and traits. Leaving aside interaction,
the F-ratios were significant beyond .01 level. The reli-
ability of ratings by the Ebel method ranged between .27 to
.63 while average inter-rater reliability: ranged between
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.29 to .69 (unadjustud ratings) and .45 to .90 (adjusted.
ratings). The results indicate that the teacher's estimate
of the behaviour of lihei* wards especially in the early years
whezi behaviour still is not much inhibited, is reliable.

705 SINHA A Kt Psychology and non-psychology college males -
comparison on some personality traits. Journal of Vocational
and Educational Guidance 1967$ 13(1), 12-17. 6 ref.

Taylors Manifest Anxiety Scale, Maslow's Security-Insecurity
Scale and Eysenckl.s Neuroticism Scale were administered to two
groups of male students (172 each), one group comprising stu-
dents of psychology. and the other students of Arts. The
difference between the mean scores Of the two groups was not
significant even at the .05 level (z- -test) on any of the
three tests. This was true for all the groups viz, purely
undergraduate students and both taken together. This proves
the hypothesis that psychology students will not differ signi-
ficantly from -non-psychology students on the traits of anxiety,
insecurity and. neuroticism. As expected, it was found that
psychology majors do not betray evidences of poorer adjustment
than non -psychology majors. Further, psychology and. non-
psychology students did. not differ 'significantly on any of the
traits investigated4 The difference betwtn.,1 the PG and 1.1G boys

was =also I:mita:Meant on all the traits for both psychology
andnon-psychOlogy groups, as also for both taken together.

706 soma N 3, SOUNDARARLIARAG T R: Investigation of the
leisure time activities of,shigh school pupils in Coimbatore
District. Journal of Educational Research and Ixtension -1967,
3(3)1 94-102. 2 ref.

A sample of 300 pupils (150 boys and 150 girls) was subjected
to an investigation consisting of a checklist and a question-
naire. It was found that the following ten activities, rank
high among the 55 in the checklist: 1) reading newspapers, 2)
reading lessons, 3) helping parents, 4) worship, 5) reading
books for knowledge, 6) listening to radio9 7) reading, 8)
visiting relatives, 9) talking with friends, 10) attending film
shows and. playing games. The following activities got the
last 10 ranks: 1) N.C.-C.,.' 2) girl guideet; 3) camVing; 4) fish-
ing; 5) woodwork; 6) dancing; 7) mat weaving; 8) basket
weaving; '9) weaving; 10) scouting. Recommendations for develop-
ing the leisure lime activities have been made.

707 WAS S K: Study habits of science and arts students. Jour-
nal of Psychological Researches 1967$ 11(i) g 19-21. 4 ref.

An inventory of 37 items was administered to 249 science and
220 arts (Pre-university) students in 5 women's colleges of
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Madras City. The items can be broadly classified as under: 1)
reading facilities at home or hostel; 2) study techniques; 3)
reading in the class room) 4) reading in the library; 5) pre-
paration before examination. Significant difference in the score
(.01 level) in respect 'of utilization of library by the
two groups, accounts for the small but significant difference
between the mean score of the two groups. The arts group
made better utilization of the library. This difference
Could probably be attributed to the following: 1) arts
Students are allotted more library hours in the college
programme;. 2) they do not have prescribed textbooks in some
optional. subjects.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

708 ..SAMANT D G: Making of educational research. Bombay,
Popular Prakashan 1966. ix, 92p. 25 ref.

The book consists of 7 chapters: Chapter I: definition of .he
'term educational research; Chapter II: discussions on detection,
selection, formulation and.definition of the problem; Chapter
III; 1) a list of 278 problems in educational research in
India and 2) a chronological list of thesis on educational
problems accepted by the Bombay University for Ph.D and M.Ed
degrees; Chapter IV: qualifications to be possessed by edu-
cational researchers; Chapter V: scientific thinking and
steps involved 'in educational research; Chapter VI: outline of
the methodology Of research; Chapter VII: preparation of
research reports.

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

709 BOPEGAMAGE A: Ranking of .status characteristics - signifi-
cance Of education, character, social service as scale vari-
ables. (In 'UNESCO RESEARCH ENTRE, DELHI. Status images in
changing India »a study based. on two surveys Bombay,
Manaktalas, I. 967. 63'4 ) o

-Education ranked first as the status criterion as expressed.
by rural and urban infomants of village Malthan (Poona).
About 43% rural sample considered education as the important
criterion for status. On the basis of caste, artisan and
depressed castes considered education to be the most important
determinant of social status. With education they would be
able to secure a better occupation. The educated. government
occicials create an image. On the basis of occupation, the
middle artisan groups and a few agriculturists felt that
education was more necessary to .determine social status than
any other occupational categories. In the urban-industrial
sample, especially the functional caste groups reacted. simi-
larly. Among the occupational categories, the low industrial
non-malmel workers, skilled and unskilled labourers favoured.
education as status determinant.
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710 KRISHNA MOORTY Ss International understanding and the
social studies teacher. Social Studies Teacher 1966-67,
3(3), 18-21.

The curricular and co-curricular programmes of the schools
should be so planned as to foster international understanding
among school children. The role of social studies and the
social studies teachers in achieving this objective has been
stressed. The teachers whose role in this matter is very
important should be trained in: I) the proper use of psycho-
educational techniques for promoting international under-
'standing; 2) modes, of developing international thinking;
3Ythe techniques of .measuring activities and effecting atti-
tudinal changes and 4) organising co-curricular. activities.

711 RUST J. C W: Third milestone.. Progress of Education 1967,
41(6) , 202-7.

The building up of a new type of social unit, the academic
community, has been urged, in which teachers dm& pupils would
form a human family. The emergence of.such a community is
inevitable in view of the advent of the technological age,
which demands a change in the existing social pattern. In
this new set up, school would be the home Of the pupil and the
family residence only a hostel. At times when loyalty to
the family are in'conflict, pupils become unsettled and neuro-
tic. Schools cannot make their fullest contribution to the
community until they can command the first loyalty of their
members. This also justifies the formation of an academic
community.

EXAMINATION AND EVALUATION

712 BAYATI J L: Cumulative record card. Education 1967, 4 (2),
17-22.

The nature and characteristics of the cumulative record are
.detailed. The cards help teachers to know pupils and predict
their attainments, guide the school leaving pupils who seek
either higherlstudies or employment, assist the employers to
assess the interest, aptitudes and .capacities of the employ-
ees and provide the basis for educational and vocational
placement. Thigo information to be given in the record should
include: 1) a full view of child's growth and`. development in

relation to the objectives of the educational programme of
the school; 2) objective data and summary statements inter-
preting these data, Entries should be based on systematic
observation. Ladk'of trained workers, time, co.r.operation and
standarized tests causes difficulties in maintaining the
-records. Appointment of trained Buidance.workers and cooper-
:ation of toachers and headmasterscan overcomeArome'of the
difficulties.
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713 DEVADASON M D: Education Commission and internal assess-
ment. NIE Journal 1966, 1(2), 51-6.

The role of the Boards of Secondary Education has been dis-
cUssed in the context of. the emphasis laid on the internal
assessment system. The system can be made comprehensive by
inelUding at least the following major objectives that a
Cour6e,of study is expected to develop in students: I) to
acqi.dre '-nowledge of terms, facts, principles and processes
in a content area; 2) to develop the ability to apply knOw-
lodge in a new situation; 3) to develop attitudes and inter-
ests .related to content area; 4) to develop skills in a Con-
tent area. . The Objectives have their own implications both
to. the teaching and the testing Programmes. The Boards in
co-operation with the Departments of Education should set up a
tiro of experts to study the objectives in terms of each
subject area and identify the specific' objectives which could

be realized during the learning process. The experimental
schools suggested by the Commission should. function directly:.

under the Boards as Laboratory schools for evaluation.

714 HARPER A Es Ninety. marking ten - a study of examinations.
Indian Educational Review 1967, 2(1), 26-41. 10 ref.

A .studY was undertaken to find out whether the individual
variations in Marking by different, etaminers are within
permissible liMits. The hibiory answer books of a secondary

school board examination were marked by 90 experienced.
examiners of the same board. The students answered the same

questions. There was considerable variability in the range of .

marks .assigned. to .each of the 10 answer books... The, narrowest:

range was 26A_between the highest and the lowest marks assigned
to the Emma antiwar book. The widest :range was 56%. there was

alsO ,no agreement on the average Merit of the 10 candidated as
a batch. he. average marks of the group ranged from 16 to 40%.
Pass percentage ranged froth 10 to 80. The range in rar*s.also

varied widely. Depending on the examine;, one. particular

candidate secured all the ranks from 1 to 10... It has been

concluded that. only 2 out of 3 students receive marks which are
even within 10% marks deserved by them. Thee need for normalir,

zed:scale has been stressed.. xaminers should. indicate only
rank order.,

714 HILL W Hs How examinations influence methods of study.

Rajasthan Board Journal of Education 1967, 3(2) 3-9.

Unlike the traditional esorty type questions, the shortanswer.

and objective questions would. discourage selective study, ora-

mming, and relying on guide books. Systematic and. sustained.
learning would. be required to answer such questions. Object-
ions against the introduction of short-answer and objectivei
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questions are as follows: 1) for answering multiple- choice
questions students would try to acquire knowledge in fragments
rather than comprehensively; 2) students would learn to write
and think in a telegraphic language rather than in a disaursive
style ; 3) Since no writing is involved in answering questions
students would become lazy;: 4) answer may be guessed and adopt-
ion of unfair means in the examination hall would be easier;
5) students would be exposed to errors,since along with the
correct answer more than one incorrect answers are given.
The objections are not valid on the following grounds: 1) the
way of preparing for examinations is determined more by the
process of thinking required by the question rather than the
forms of questions. Irrespective of the type of questions,
students would store up fragments of information required for
answering; 2) ability to report briefly butprecisely should
be preferred to verbosity generally involved in answering essay-
type questions; 3) good short-answer and objective, questions
do not reduce the amount of mental activity required to answer
them; 4) although guessing is not entirely undesirable, it
should be controlled; 5) multiple-choice questions.enable
students to discriminate between true and false statements.

716 HILL W H: Malpractices in examinations. Progress of
Education 1967, 41(7), 242-6, 249.

Over-emphasis on external examinations for assessing educat-
ional achievement leads to the adoption of malpractices by
students. Emphasis should be on internal evaluation in school
without weakening the external examination. The internal
evaluation programme should be so organized as to enable the
teacher to assess the progress apprepriately. At the same time
the students should be made to understand that these tests
are aids to education which reveal their strong and weak
points. A programme of evaluation which is understood by
students and in which they take an interest would help in
developing a more positve attitude towards tests and exam-
inations. Since secondary education is a stage complete in
itself and not a qualification necessary for admission to the
university, the standard of success in secondary examinations
should not be inappropriately high. Unless a reasonable stand- .

and is determined, there is the likelihood of students
resorting to unfair means.

717 HILL W H: Role of the training college in examination
reform. Teacher Education 1967, 1(2), 21-8. 6 ref.

An improvement in the existing external examination as well as
internal assessment procedures would create an impaet on the
educational system. For making students capable of undergoing
the improved evaluation system and also to develop the right
type of internal assessment system, teachers should understand
the purposes, principles, tools and techniques of evaluation.
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This topic should, therefore, be included in the teacher edu-
cation curriculum. Training colleges should also reform

-their evaluation procedures. The'training colleges and uni-
versity depattments of education should stimulate the idol?,
of university examination reforms by providing good-examples
in their own evaluation practices. Training colleges should
-conduct research on evaluation problems and should interpret
and disseminate research results.

,

718 KARNATAK UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, DHARWAR: Practical
approach to examination reform. Towards. Effective Teaching.
(University College of Education, Karnatak University Bulletin
No.5). 147p. 9 ref.

Theoretical aspects of examination 7c6.,,:c.xm have been Considered
under the following heads: considercp,1,1 before a paper sett-
er; design of a question paper; confur6ion of objective based
items; evaluating the quality of a t:Ja4,! ?reparation of multi-
ple-choice test items. Based on these aLscussions model ques-
tion papers on general science, general mathematics and social
studies for standards VIII and IX conforming to the syllabus
prescribed in Mysore State, have been designed.

719 KRISHANA MURTY S: Internal assessment and educational evalu-
ation. Educational Review 1967, 73(1), 7-10.

Internal assessment may be divided into two areas: 1) academic
elppraisal of the subject attainment), and 2) non-academic
assessment of interests, attitudes, habits and personality

traits). The tools used are: 1) written tests; 2) oral tests;
3) observational methods; 4) practical examinations; and 5)
psychological test. Teachers should be specially trained in
the internal assessment technique. Periodical testing results
should form the basis of the final assessment of the studentsl
achievement. External assessment should be supplementary to
internal assessment, and in due course further improvement it
the latter might supplant external assessment altogether. The
criticism that the scores obtained in the two types of assesment
do not correlate well, is'unfounded. The variability is
caused by the subjectivity and unrealiability inherent in the
external assessment system.

720 KULANDAIVEL K, SOUNDARARAJARAO T Ri Analysis of the marks
obtained by pupils in the S.S.L.C. Examination, April, 1965.
Journal of Educational Research and Extension 1966, 3(2),
48-59. 5 ref.

The study covers the matks obtained by 810 pupils from 9
selected schools in Coimbatore. The objective was 1) to make
a comparative study of the performance of students in various
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subjects; 2) to' investigate any difference between the*per-
formance of boys and girls; 3) to study -the 'cOrrelation
between the performance in various subjects, and 4) to
attempt a better interpretation of individual' scores, in
relation to the performance of the whole group. The analysis
revealed: 1) boys scored high in general science and the. ,

standared deviations in composite and general mathematics were
greater than in other subjects. Girls scored high in mathe
matics, followed by science, Tamil, English and social studies;
2) there was no significant difference between the performance

.

of boys and girls. Both did equally well in English and
general science. Girls scored*more in Tamil, composite and
general mathematics. In social studies, boys scored more;
3) the correlation between the performance in different sub-
jectswas high. The study also provides percentile rank equi-
valents corresponding to the marks in various subjects.

721 MITRA S Ks Education Commission and evaluation. =Journal
1966, 1(2), 36-41.

Some of tha problems involved in the implementation of the;
Commission's proposal to aboilish compulsory external et.Eiti-
nation and to introduce internal evaluation system have been.
discussed.' The proposed scheme of voluntary external exami--
nations at the'end of the primary and lower secendary stages
would be in effect similar to the existing external examin-
ation, the only difference being the absence of pass or fail
in total. The scheme would hardly rid educational growth of
the inhibiting effect of external examinations. Other pro-
blems are: 1) maintenance of the gradual progress from class
to class; 2) tendency of schools to be lenient in grading
their pupils, thus making inter-school comparability of
certificates difficult; 3) unfavourable teacher-student ratio
leading to the teacher's ignorance of the child's individuality;
4) poor educational background of teachers

722 RAINA M Ks Predictive value *of degree marks. Journal of
Vocational and Educational Guidance 1967, 13(1), 7-12. 11 ref.

A 'study was undertaken to determine the extent to which degree
marks (B,A) in various subjects individually predict academic
achievement at the Masters degree level. An analysis of the
marks obtained by 215 students of Rajasthan University in B.A.
and M.A. examinations in Hindi, history, political science and
economics showed that degree marki cannot predict the marks
at the M.A. examination. Academio achievement involved var-
ous factors and only a complex combination thereof can deter-
mine the success or failure of a student. Present method of
student selection based upon the result of the previous exter-
nal examination is unreliable. Various scholastic aptitude
tests are valuable supplements to such results.
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723 SINGHAL R Pt Examination problems - an analysis. Patriot
12 March 1967. p.iv, cols. 1-3. '1800 words.

The need for a reformation of the examination system in India,
which id'practicall:y.sdbordinated to teaching, was felt by
various Education Commissions'. A reform in the external exami-
nation system can only be achieyed by: 1) improving question
papers; 2) appointing PaPer setters on the basid of competence;
3) improving the teChnical efficiency of paper-setters, 4)
standardizing the scores in different subjects; 5) mechanizing
the evaluation and compilation of results. A viva-voce test
as recommended by the Central Board Of Secondary gducation
should also be introduced. A corresponding improvement in the
curriculUmi instructional material and teacher education
programme should also le brought about.

724 SRIVASTAVA H S2 First priority in examination reform.
Home and School 1966, 7(4), 2-5.

The shortcomings of the existing question paper6 have been
brought out and the following.steps have been suggested for
obviating them: 1) preparation of a design for setting the
question paper. The design includes a) objectives to be test-
ed and the proportionate weightage to each, b) major areas of
content to be covered and the proportionate' weightage to each,
C) forms of questions to be used in order to test a particular
objective and a specific area of content, d) scheme of options,
0 division of the question paper into sections, if necessary;
2 preparation of a blueprint based on the design which includes
a number of questions in each form, b) numerical weightage
of each question, c) objective tested by each question, d)
content area covered by each question, e) form of each ques-
tiOn, and f) scheme of options; 3) construction of questions
based on the blueprint; 4) editing the question paper; 5)
preparation of a scoring key and a marking scheme; 6). pre-
paration of a question-wise analysis giving the following
dimensions of each question: a) objective tested, b) speci-
fication of the underlying objective, c) the form, f) estimated
difficulty level, g) estimated time requtred for answering
it, and h) the marks.

.725 WAGLE M M: Assessment and examination of students. Indian
Journal of Medical. Education 1966, 5(5), 581-4.

Suggestions have been offered for the assessment of post-
graduate level students in:pediatrics. Instead of a short
final examination at the end of the three-year course, period-
ical internal assessment system may be introduced. The points
to be considered are: 1) regularity in carrying out ward and
laboratory assignments; 2) performance in group activities;
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3) initiative and imagination displayed in the thesis pro-
jects 4) performance in the written test; 5) overall improve-
ment as oompared to the achievement in the previous term; 6)
performance in relation to the total performance. of the group.
It may, however, be necessary to prevent any possible misuse of

the internal assessment system. The final examination should
jconsist of written and practical examinations. Part of the
essay type of examination should be replaced by objective tests.
The essay type questions should be subjected to moderation
and the answer papers should be examined independently by at-

least two examiners and the average of the scores should be
assigned to the candidate. In the practical examinations the
assessment should be made of, the candidates 1) understanding
of the subject; 2) knowledge, of th more common problems; 3)

factual knowledge; 4) knowledge of more recent advances) 5)

ability in-logically:arguing in a given situation and coming
to a tentative conclusion. The desirability of appointing
examiners from other universities should be reassessed.

.FINANCE

726 ROY S P: Presidential 'address at the 6th Annual General
Conference of All India Secondary Teachers' Federation at

ttdaipur, 1966. Teachers' Journal 1967, 46(2), 27-30.

Contrary to the view expressed by the Education Commission
(1964-66) it has been stressed that in a.country with a lower
national income, much higher percentage of it should be

ll'obed to education, to break the vicious circle formed by

poverty at one end and illiteracy at the other. The gradual

fall in successive Plans in allocation to education, as

comPared to the total outlay, has been deprecated. Instead
of fixing educational expenditure in terms of the percentage

-'of GNP and per-capita expenditure on population and student

basis, the Commission should have recommended an allocation

of a reasonable percentage of the Central and. State budgets.

Similar allocations from-the National and State Plans could be

made. Commission's recommendation for the isolation of talents

and their development in selected institutions, have been

criticized.

727 UNT4ANAM Ks Education and the economy - critique of Koth-

ari Commission's report. Commerce 1966, 113(2903), 38,40..

The recommendations of the Commission have a two-fold bearing

on Indian economic development: 1) repercussions of the pro-

-posed increase in educational expenditure on the budget and

taxation policy, and on the distribution of national income

and employment and 2) the impact of expanded agricultural,
vocational, technical and technological education and
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scientific research on the economy. The validity of the
financial projections as presented in the report have been
criticized. Even assuming an increase in the national income
at the rate 6%, the prospectS of increasing the corresponding
percentage of educational expenditure from 2.9 to 6 are bleak.
Therefore, the statement that average annual increase of 10%
in educational expenditure is reasonable, does not make much
sense. If 6% of national income has to be diverted to edu-*
cation,. at least 5.4% should be provided out of the Central and
State .education budgets. Since education is a major responsi-
bility of the States, the shares of State and Centre would be
4 and 1.4% respectively. This means that educational expendi-
ture should be of the-order of 50% of ''the State budget and 12%
of the Central budget in the next 5 years. rrhis possibility.
is doubtful. Even on a liberal estimate, not more than 5% of
the national income could be allocated to education in 1985-
86, which means that per capita expenditure would rise from
M412.1 tolls.27, instead of N.54 as projected in the report.
The setting up of one agricultural university in each State
and vesting the responsibilities of training research and
extension in it have been welcomed. This would bring an end
to the existing dichotomy according to which universities
look after the training only and the rest goes to the agri-
culture and community development departments. The univer-
sities should however be concerned with, education at post-
graduate level. In analogy with agricultural universities, the
engineering colleges should be taken out of the present -

universities and affiliated to a federal engineering university.
The recommendations on technical education and scientific
research have been generally appreciated.

FUNDAMENTALS OF EDUCATION

728 CHAGLA M C; Aims of education. (In his Education and the
nation. Bombay, Allied publishers, 1966. 6-13).

The educational system should achieve the social and politi-
cal goals aimed by the country. Free education up to the age
of 14, furthering the causes of secularism, national inte-
gration, and social justice are some of the aims. Integrated
education should bring about a proper sy4thesis between
sciences and humanities. Quality shoul4 be ensured at all
stages. Diversification of courses and facilities for part-
time courses and correspondence courses should be provided.
Great attention should be given to postgraduate stage which
exits the tone and provides teachers for the entire educational
system.

729 OLKAR B A: Bertrand Russell and the aims of education.
General Education Quarterly 1967, 3(3), 43-58. 34 ref.
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-Russell,s writings airnon the, ai of.:edupation haire been.-OUrveyed.
It has been shown. that he examines edicational philo'sophi from
different standpoints sueb. itp social reoonstruction, indivi-
diva culture, preservation, of dethocrOcy and taming power..
Notiithstanding 'Russell I s .ciii0t4ntiOn that he iS a sceptic, it
has been argued' that hei.Laernot beem,Sufficiently:9ritical

- about the efficacy of doUbt:. ConsecientlY, -develop-
ed. a .critique of doubt...1 Thei:Other lei0Una pointed* out is that
he has not -developed a rational theory of tradition; *which is
indispensable for an adoptable educational philosophy.: A
*comparison of the aims of .eduOatim as formulated:byRussell
and Whitehead.'ShOtirs that RU 0011 is as profound. and as oompre4
hensive as "iihitehead A contai:ative summary is. given in the
appendix.

730 -BALAMATGLIARs Bducation and human nature; Conspectus 1967,
3(i) 33-40.

Pour popular concepts of htithin nature and.' their educational-
- implications have been discussed.; 1) human nature is ;the
'original and-native dispoSition. This results in.thotivating
students for personal rewards and reinforcing in them a selfish
-attitude; 2) huthan nature comprised certain .facIllties as
reasoning, imagination and memory. In ep.cation, this leads
to compartmentalization of the eubject patter; .3) human nature
is empty and formless., Therefore, in the edUcative vrociss,
the student is only treated as a passive - receiver; 4) humah
naihre has a social basiitit bears:, come resemblance.with
generalinatitutional pattetn and the prevailing intelectual
climate in the tiodietyll The two Views on the social basis
of human nature aret 1) the relatiOns of individuals in a
society are exttivn.t4. Iducation based on this does not allow
social Control over the educative process; and 2) marts nature
is ultimately determined by the nMUre of hip Society. This

:view recognizes social purpose of edudation as basic to.indima
victual development and social control of the educati,e Processas essential. education can play a great role in transforMing LA
human nature for dealing with the three main problems:,
confronting the worlds war, competitive economic systba and
racial, comundi *and9

731 K Ks iteconstruoting Indian educational philosophy.
lidUcational Review 1967, 73(1),

Indian education should be the,product of philosophical
thought developed in India. Vedas, Upanishads, Six schools
of philosophy, the Gita, the Buddhistic and Jain scriptures
give a sound basis fore educational thought. The role of
philosophy in Indian pedagogy in the past has been utressed
and compared. with the present educational. thoughts. lidu-
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cation wab never a matter of policy, but was an outcome of
certain philosophical principles. Educational philosophy
should have its own ideals independent Of politics and eco-
nomics: The concept of Svadharma (duties) was the ideal of
education in the past and it should be impregnated into the
preient educational system.

732. ZAkIR HUSAIN: Enshrine eternal values in our education.
Mayan's Journal, 1967, 13(16) 28-33.

Education is the process by which the mind attains its full-
est development.. It is not'just shaping an indivAdual so as
to fit in a scheme, project or plan. By a wise choice of.the
eternal values enshrined in the heritage of Indian culture and_
by teaching these values, the individual's sense of values is
awakened. The value of justice and fairplay. is even .a place
of prominence. Education should. move between the two poles of
the. eternal and the temporal, between .an awakened conscience
and skilled efficiency.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING

733 'BHATNAGAR R P: 6iksA mein nirdedan sevaioin( = Guidance
.services in education ) (Hindi). Naya Shi4shak 1966, 9(1
32-8.

Gui'lance service cannot be separated from the educational
system. It cannot be rendered by a guidance specialist, with-
out the cooperation of teachers. The service is beneficial in
the following circumstances: 1) in selecting the appropriate
stream at the end of the eighth class: 2) in planning lessons
by teachers to suit students of different levels of intelli-
gence, 3) in developing favourable attitude towards studies;
4) in guiding students not desirous of continuing in schools
to a suitable professional course. The guidance service
helps establishing harmonious relationship between students
and, teacsrs. It also prevents discontented students from
indulging in unsocial activities. The reasons for unsatis-
factory.guidance service in Indian schools are: 1) lack of
properly trained guidance workder3 2) apathetic attitude of
teachers and administrators. Short term summer courses for
teachers and adequate training facilities for guidance
workers have been suggested.

4
734 DAVE I: SEIR adhYapak ke liye nirdedan prasikon (=

Guidance training for the school teachers), (Hindi). Naya
Shikshak 1966, 9(1), 138-45.

In view of the economic and social changes in the present
day world, the nature of teaching has also undergone many
changes. .The responsibilities of teachers have increased.
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The potentialities of students need to be developed to the
fullest advantage of the society. Deficient students require
personal'attention of teachers and counsellors.' Thus gUidance
service and counselling have been recognized as indispensable
parts of the school system. The teacher training courses
'should therefore, be guidance oriented; The headmasters and
principals of higher secondary schools should also be given
short-teim training in guidance and counselling dUring summer
vacations.

735 DE B: Recommendations of the. Education Commission (1964-66)
on the role of guidance in education;a critical study.
Journal of.Vocational & Educational Guidance 1967, 13(1),
1-6. 2 ref.

The main points. of criticism are 1) specialized nature of
guidance service has not been recognized; 2) guidance service
in the primary schools cannot be rendered by teachers.. The
Commission should have recommended minimum guidance service
by qualified counsellors; 3) guidance service to 10 secondary
schools by one visiting counsellor'is inadequate; 4) although
the introduction of model comprehensive guidance service in
selected secondary schools appears to be realistic, practical
experience of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar proves the contrary;
5) the basic difference in the functions of teachers and
counsellors has nct been appreciated. 'At different stages the
Commission has recommended sharing the guidance function by
teachers

736 HASTAK P D: Adhik akarsak, prabhavkari our saphal paamarga.
(=More alluring, effective and successful counselling) (Hindi).
Naya.Shikshak 1966, 9(1), 73-7.

737

The qualities of good Counsellors are: 1) possession of imp-
ressive personality and alert mind; 2) possession of extensive
rather than intensive knowledge of counselling; and 3) capa-
bility to maintain harmonious relationship with teachers.
The counsellors should take note of the following: 1) social
and economic disparities among students; 2) individual differ-
ences of students; and 3) levels of students and their re-
quirements. The spheres .of counselling are :. 1) educational;
2) vocational; .3) personal; and '4) family problems. In order
to identify students who are in need of counselling the check
list available .with the Central Bureau of Educational and
Vocational Guidance would be useful. Education for counse-
lling is a continuous process. The more a counsellor learns
the more he would be able to give. advice on ,problems of
changing nature.

KAKKAR S. B: Teacher as a guidance worker. Educational
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tew 1967, 73(2), 42-.3.
.

Ottithutde 'Should: not.be .considered; a spacial' service distinct
fr-WinstructiOn.. .Teacherfi should intimate. 61.1.c.lanCs Frith

The teacher as a guidande worker itiais.es the pupils/
roc:op:44.v° towards the lesson. .Thi.02integration provi.des many
iefirntftfk.opportunities, _which enable the student to hav
Clear 'idea about his goal., to assess the progress mida-bylkim,
and tip dilicard ditOctiii_tutith0444'.of.;Ittiiiirig. The resources
available guidance tatCtitiagisicr*'COinse444brs, speCialiste

...,administratbrs,. liarents, 'associations,
19spa.:Ureaus etc.' .besides helping`:Eititdents directly, the
COUSiselicirs and. specialists Can assist Oa isaahers in undito
'standing 04hild behaViouratid in guiding,..-the development of
chi ldri*

)101101N S M$ Education CoMmission at4.,,wil:144x0e 'IA
1(2), 36.5. 2 tett

The eini* idanca and
w0404nflini4..40-1,87ntTpoiTited: ';:Whil:0-,,priOntitig

guidance service
OhoOliri 4401464.-Atkat such fooritcei

1i0.4tericlisto0. bY;p#0704-.:SCA44::.40.40beits. The modicum of
teachers as .eml)bdied in

would hardly malge, them qualified guidance
The itnaggeiitiii0T40 of community resources to meet

etimi of the guidialice
the

needs clarifications -

the secondary stage the :Crucial 1.,..o1 i0 of guidance service in
dileiting students to various couritie had been 'adMitted. This
innOtion is etpeoted.to be..diacharged by one visiting couna0t.
:14or 'for every 10 schools and by. teachers. Again the'.propowed
hisintp#ihetiSive guidance service in selected scho011vvievild :144

The 'Comas:pion doed not Beei4..t0 appreciate the Usie..
fti/444,00 of guidance in- the discovery of talent .and identifia;
ail* of underachieve..

9 .N.Anc x.:01 Experiment: in student counselling. 1iindu 16
ebrizary 1967, p.6.,...cois.S-6. 1776 words.

/*scribal:v-4hp experivimnt : conducted by the aUthorias the Vice-.
.:PhantelSr, of the University of Scieriskosk Banga-

*:`1,:. Idreiin4t4dent counselling2as a measure for combating stu-
.4ent Ths;introduction of term syisteM of edu-

!'. :_cation:and. compulsory:Add .training as a curricular SUbjeCt
,404:1,04994 t4e ide hours. Ilich.teacher responS,44et:for
10*ortu4e#151. probes into their curricular, ex.,,;r .=

.92441..11tal and piscellaneois problems, .e,nd:tii a to
Xind..0olliftion,s or render appropriate assistance. The Vice-
Chanissllor meets the, stiote.nta' periodically. 7,14Adent:'-ooUnse-
lling:1i.4-.a continuous prograwmue to.to be :operat64 according
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to the,changing needs.' of the situation.

740 PARIKR J es Statistical survey of school guidance programme
in Kaira district (Gujarat). Education .& Psychology Review
'1967, 7(1), 34-41.

In about 50% of the 80 schools surveyed9guidance services are
provided, but only by inadequately trained career' masters. No
qualified counsellors are available. Teachers also devote
very little of their time to guidance activities. A large
number of schools concentrate guidance activitied in class
X but the pupils of class VIII, who have to choose any one
stream of the diversified courses, are neglected. In most of
the schools, guidance activities are restricted to career
talks. Availability of guidance literature is very much
inadequate. Only 64% of the Schools maintainvumulative re-
00141 card and 50% of the schools find this record useful for
guidance activities.

741 ROMNEY J W 1111 Some guidance principles. Naya Shikshak
19661 9(1), 7.A5.

Qualified counsellors should render guidance service to all
students individually and not to deviants only. In counse-
lling eclectic approach has been suggested. Because of the
wide range of students' behaviour, performances9 adjustments
and, enthusiasm, no single method is useful. As the student
grows his problems increase or change and therefore no case
Scan be'oonsidered as closed. Guidance is not jtist dealing with
emergency situations but a continuous process. At each session
with the student, previous discussions and decisions are re-
called and the cumulative record consulted. Counselling
.requires cooperation of teachers who .have sufficient opport-
unity.to observe a student and also of the parehts who can
provide a correct description of his behaviour. Counselling
doed. not mean only vocational guidance, it included assis-
tancefor emotional and adjustment problems also. Responsi-
bility for guidance should be placed in the hands of quali-
fied personnel and not on teachers.

742 SIGH R P, HEDGES L Es Counselling with agriculture
students. Indian Education 1967, 6(3), 22 -7.. 5 ref.

For effective counselling the teacher should know' ) the
types and extent of information required about the individual
student; 2) methods of obtaining the information; 3) deter-
mining the counselling approach; and 4) follow-up of the
counselling programme. The information to be secured about
individual students is; problems and needs of the indivi-
dual; physical, educational, Socio-economic and vocational
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factors, abilities and interest. This information may be
obtained through; 1) personal interview; 2) tests, 3) cumu-
lative record cards; 4) personal document; and 5) question-
naires. In addition, home visitation programme could be
adopted with advantage. A combination of the directive and
non-directive approach would be useful. However, the appro-
ach should be adapted to a particular student and his speci-
fic problem. Counselling results can best be followed up
through an effective programme of home visitation.

HEALTH CARE

743 BHIMANI V RI CHABLANI P V, D'SOUZA. S Ls Students health
survey. Journal of J.J. Group of Hospitals and Grant Medical
College 1967, 12(1), 29-34. 3 ref.

Of-the students admitted to the Grant Medical College during
the years 1963 to 1965, 96.8% attended the first medical
examination. Only 23.5% attended the re-examination. Very
few students have taken tetanus toxoid immunization. As
the students sustain injuries while working in the wards and
dissection Hall, immunization should be compulsory. The
incidents of microcytic hypochromic anaemia was 30.8% in
1963 .(48.00 among females and 18.17 among males). These
results wore rather surprising as most of the students came
from upper middle class families.

HIGHER EDUCATION

744 AIRAN J Ws Affiliated colleges - their problems and their
role. -ICBE'Bulletin 1967, 3(1), 5-8, New Concept 1967, 1(2),

57-60.

It is curious that the task of handling two inter-related
and inter-dependent problems, viz. granting affiliation and
sanctioning grant-in-aid, has been vested in two different
bodies. The idea of strengthening the machinery for the
traditional inspection of-affiliated colleges is not in
tune with the suggested modern approach involving mutual
understanding among affiliated colleges for maintaining and
raising educational standards. Recommending fixation of
standard fee rates and at the same time making provision for
higher fees on the plea of providing better facilities, would

give rise to unhealthy practices. The Commission does not
seem to have indicated the distinctive roles to be played
by universities as such and colleges as such. It is doubt-
ful whether the high schools would be able to bear the
additional responsibility of the pre-degree course. This
will affect the financial resources of the affiliated coil-

ges, required for the three-year degree programme. The

Commission seems to have been guided more by economic
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considerations in the matter' of affiliated colleges rather
than by their potent4alities, -

745 ANJANBIULU D :' Grooves of academe - thoughts on higher
education and research in India. Quest 1966, NO.51, 54-8.

Lack of curiosity about the problems of the contemporary
world falling beyond the scope of syllabi is a common feature
of both student and teacher at Indian universities. The
stereo-typed and examination-oriented system of eduoation
provides little scope for imagination and initiative. Career
motivation, rather than dedication to learning dominates the
academic world. Research in humanities seldom reflects any
intellectual initiative or' fresh thinking. Hardly any tea-
cher in Indian universities is capable of inspiring students.
For students of humanities, universities are not 'liberal
enough and for the votary of sciences and languages, they
are not pragmatic enough.

746 DESAI D Enrolment trend and behaviour in higher edu-
cation in the Gujarat State. Education & Psychology Review.
1967, 7(1), 10-21. 20 ref.

Enrolment at the undergraduate stage constituted 5.1% of the
total population of the age group 18-20. Although the problem
of numbers is not alarming, further expansion will affect the
standard. 'The fabuity-wise behaviour of enrolment (1963-64)
indicates a greater proportion of students taking liberal arts
than science courses.. However, the percentage.of students
taking arts caursesde'significantly less than all-India
average. .Enrolnent in commerce, engineering & technology,
agriculture, and law is higher than all-India average. The
enrolment in postgraduate education and research (1961-65)
indicates an increase' of 76.9% in 1965 over that of 1960-61.
The annual increase is however not satisfactory and expansion
at the postgraduate level is called for.' The enrolment at
this level during the same period shows that almost half the
students are in Arts faculty. In engineering and medicine
the increase in 1964 -65 was by 0.2 and 2.8% respectively over
the figures for 1961-62. The bulk of postgraduate research 'is
in humanities and physical sciences. As regards women edu-
cation, a steady growth 13 noticed since 1953.

747 GAJENDRAGADKAR P Bs Problems of university education in
India to-day. General Educational Quarterly 1967, 3(3), 1-18.

Increasing number of students from different social classes
and the explosion of knowledge form a challenge to uni-
versities. The scope and nature of higher education should
be enlarged and made society-oriented. Since the creation
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of a new social order is the ultimate goal of university
education, it should inclucate in students complete loyalty
to: 1) the principle of unity; 2) doctrine of secularism; and
3) social equality and justice. Universities are the con-
science of.the nation and. students should be able to analyse
socio-economic probleMs. Importance of free inter-communi-
cation between universities and their alumni on socio-economic
problems has been emphasized. There should be a common med-
ium of instruction and English should continue for the pre-
sent. University participation in extra-curricular activities
creates a sense of duty among students. Students and
teachers may have discussions on socio- economic questions.
Universities should develop a university movement on cons-
tructive, positive and creative lines. The causes of student
agitations should be examined by educational authorities.
University autonomy, freedom of Vice-chancellors, and pro-
tection from external political pressure would prevent student
agitations. Socio-economic and generational problems and corrupt-
ion in ligh offices are contributory to student unrest.

748 MUDALIAR A L: What a university is or ought to be.
Educational Forum 1967, 12(1), 1-8.

749

Overdrowding in colleges, lack of qualified teachers, grow-
ing sense of indiscipline amongstudents are reasons under-
lying the lowering of standards of university education.
External influences have been mainly responsible for student
indiscipline. At this critical stage there is a greater
need for universities to produce right type of leaders. The
growing importance of various professional courses such
as medicine, engineering and law has been pointed out. It
is suggested that each profession should practice a definite
code of conduct. Interference of politicians in universities
has been strongly criticized. Closer co-operation between
university authorities and the Government has been sought.

NAIK J P: Concept of 'major' universities - a redefinition.
University News 1966, 4(12), 1-2.

The concept of major university ratter than the term 'major'
is important, as no university should be labelled as such.
The concept includes 3 main proposals: 1) a cluster of
Centres of Advanced Study in a number of subjects; 2) an
adequate number of talented students from various linguistic
regions; 3) retention of English as the medium of instruct-
ion for the time being, to be replaced by Hindi in due course.
No attempt should be made to pre-select universities for
development as major universities. The scheme of the Centres
should be expanded by the addition of two new dimensions: 1)

concept of aspirant Centres; 2) creation of clusters of
Centres. The success of the scheme depends on 3 factors:
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11 the choice: of: a Centre: should: command. the,. approva3., off the
adadoinie. corinunity;. 2)` creation of clUatera- should. not affect.
gOod university departMenti; 3), the Centres; ehould: not remain
isolated from other departments and. college:a

7.50 PARTUSARATHI. As Universities and nation building. Quest1967, 52, 19-26.

The role of universities in nation building has been die."
()wised. from the pure or basic and the applied points of
View. According to the former the universities' should. be
primarily concerned with the advancement and dissemination
of knowledge in all its forms while latter favours the
universities taking a leading role in influenoing and mould:
ing the social and economic order.. Other points discussed
in these Contexts are: academic freedom and quality-quantity
controversy. The threat to academic, freedom is two-folds
'external and internal. The threat to academic standards
appears to come from within rather. than from without. '-'The
problem of quality is political, since 4d.u.cational policies
in States which control 66% Of the outlay on education, are
influenced by election strategy. Some steps suggested for
fostering academic excellence and creating an atmosphere
conducive to developing social. values consistent with modern
social requirementr aret 1) making education a concurrent
subject; 2) increasing the total outlay on education. b;tr 3 to
10% of the GNP; 3) .allocating a higher proportion for higher
eduCation; 4) modernizing and reforming 10 best existing
universities.

751 SHAH A B: Problems of educational expanadon in India,
General Education Quarterly 1967 3( 3)1 64-72

A total enrolment of the order of 3 million should be en-
sured. during the next 10 years. Of these about 1.6 million
should be enrolled. in universities and affiliated. colleges,
and the remaining in diploma level institutions. Higher
education should. have two tiers: 1) junior colleges and
polytechnics offering vocationalized terminal courses and
preparing students for ..degree courses; 2) affiliated. colleges
and unitary or teaching-cum-affiliating universities. By
1975 about 1,716 degree colleges and 1,78.0 po3.ytechnios and
junior colleges should be established. As there.are already
2,400 affiliated colleges, emphasis should be on the creat-
ion of 1) diploma level institutions; 2) improvement of
affiliated. colleges; and 3) conversion of some of them into
junior colleges. There should be one affiliating-cum-teaoh-
ing university for every 10 million population and one uni-
tary university for every 30 'million population. Considering
the trend of enrolment at the postgraduate level by.1975
there should be about 80 universities, 55 of the affiliating-
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cum-teaching type and 25 of the unitary type. Every State
should have at least one university of either type.

752 TOTE T K: Universities and the law courts. General Edu-
cation Quarterly 1967, 3(3), 5963.

The recommendations of the Education Commission (1964-66)
tegarding:sottling bf.disputes purely educational in nature,
in law courts have been criticized. The Commissionss re-
oommendation that the government should request the Supreme
Court to review the trends observed in the recent decisions
.of the courts involving universities and educational insti-
tutions and to consider framing a suitable policy regarding
this, is open to serious challenge, on the following grounds:
.i) the. Supreme Court is not a policy making body but gives
decisions in the cases coming before' it, based on facts and
the law point; 2) the Supreme Court has no administrative
control .aver.the high courts in India; and 3) any such policy
framed would be unconstitutional.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AND AIDS

753 BARLOW D: Radio to supplement educational material. NIE
Journal 19671 1(3),

To be an effective supplementary instructional material radio
programmes should be closely related to textbooks, syllabi
and week -by -week work in the classroom. This requires close
co-operation between the programme planners, teachers and the
Directorate of Education. Periodic evaluation of the system
with the participation of teachers should.be made. A. des-
cription is given of the programme jointly initiated in 1966
by the All. India' Radio and the. Directorate of Education,Delhi
with the co-operation of the British Council.. It supplements
two instructional materials, viz texbooks and TV programme.
The weekly radio programme for students of class VI are
devoted to the revision of English lesson already taught in
the class. Teachers use the TV lessons on structures and
words which they intend to introduce in classes. This is
followed in classroom teaching and work is finished with the
revision of the same structures on the radio lesson.

754 DAVIDSON Ps Television, textbooks and instructional mater-
ial. NIE Journal 1967, 1(3), 15-9,

Presents an account of the TV programmes for teaching :English
to the students of classes VI to VIII planned by the Delhi
Directorate of Education in conjunction with the British Coun-
cil and produced by the All India Radio. The weakly lessons
are related to the syllabus and textbooks. The structure
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presented on TV have either already been taught or are being
introduced in that lesion. Only those structures, which are .

likely to be most difficult to present in the classroom are
selected.. In order to enable the classroom teacher to make
the fullest Use of eachTV lesson.. TV handbo.oks are produced
annually; In additiontla Teacher's Note is circulate& for
each lesson.

755 DE: N:x. Instructional materials, for teaching geography in
the senior school. NIB Journal 1.967, 1(3).1 32-6..

The recommendations of the Education Cotmission (196446)
that teaching of geography should. emphasize the unifying
rather than the divisive. aspect hold. good only in theory: In
Practice 'teaching- cannot but be oriented towards. a divisive:
approach to the subjects, physical, regionali. map reading' and
hum.an occupations. The lack of..space and: equipment. are the.

main handicaps in teaching geography in Indian schools. Based
on experience, the author has suggested the following minimum:
requirements: 1) a graded scheme of work based. on the pros-
:aril:wed syllabus for all classes upto the school leaving
certificate examination; 2). suitable. textbooks; 3):; portable
.apjOraratuks; 4/' Stencil. set. and. duplicator; 5Y. wall maps and
charts; and 6 Mathematical. instruments.. The scheme of work
should be baited on a concentric.: plan. i.e.. separate sections
should- be:taken up in the. classes in rotation in each. weak.,

7561 ICULKARNI S St Evaluating instructional material - an
empirical approadt NIE.Journal 1967, 1(3), 19-25.

Two different approaches. viz; 1) logical or rational, and 2)
empirical or functional, for the evaluation of instructional
material have.been discussed and a combination has been: suggest-
ed as ideal.. In the,logical approach experts give explicit
decision on objeotively defined. dimensions, while in the
empirical approach the: merit of a book is ascertained in terms

of student performance. Tr-',he evaluation process some inform-
ation has to be 'collected 1-11. experts and some from students.
Data to be collected. ares 1) information about the book aloee.
with a statement of objectives (to be supplied by the 'author);
2) informatiCn regarding the subject-matter, vocabulary, and
presentation of the material (to be supplied by the expert in

a rating form); 3) evaluation of the try-out study in the

school situation; 4) specific recommendations. The ideal
procedure of the preparation of a book has been illustrated.
in a work-flow diagram. The steps suggested are: 1) draft-
ing the manuscript; 2) reading by experts, 3) trying-out

with students; 4) revising the draft; 5), checking on a rating.
form by experts; .6), trying-out with students in school sit,-

uation; 7) criterion test .validation study; 8) publication.
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757 SHUKLA- J K: Instructional materials and our schools
-Journal t967, 1(3), 3-6.

Proper use of instructional material such as textbooks,
write-up, written lesson units, programme learning sequences
for use in classrooms, specimen objects, and models, is
essential for effective teaching. The demonstration school
at:Ajmer, organized and developed as .a necessary adjunct of
the:Regional College of Education, *has prepared instructional
materials in agrioulttre, commerece, social studies, homS
science and. English as a part of its activitiee: The mater-
ials were the result of sporadic attempts. of a few teachers
and have yet to be pystematized and evaluated.. For this
purpose opportunities to use them in meaningful situation
should be provided.

NIE'

758 iASEISHT R S: Development of instructional material.
Educational India 1967, 33(7), 226-29.

The significant changes are: 1) introduction of discipline
approach to knowledge i.e. the development in the pupils not
only of the concept but also the hypotheses, theories and
methods of the field along with concepts) and 2) the enunci-
ation of a new psychological principle, in the field of learn-
isle; process. In order to translate the psychological princi-
ple into practical programmes it is essential that: 1) one
should be able to indentify the subject which helps the
learner to know the connection between things) 2) the key
ideas should be cast in such forms as are within the intell-
ectual reach of pupils of different ages; and 3) the funda-
mentals must be orgsnized systematically.

759 CHAGLA M C
and the nat'

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

: Medium of instruction. (In,his Edtcation
on. Bombay, Allied publisher's, 1966. 1-5).

A child should be taught in, his *mother-tongue and, ..therefore,
the medium of instruction at the primary stage should be the
regional language. But its use at the university level, as
practised in some universities, would make intorrrogional
communication difficult. Lack of adequate educational mater-
ial in regional languages would also be an impediment to
educational progress. Therefore, the need arises for an
all-India language as a means of communication. betWeen States
and as language for exchanging ideas between scientists.
Although Hindi has boon envisaged in the .Constitution as the'
common language, its immediate introduction as medium of
traction may not be possible. English should, therefore, be
retained for some time to come. Even when Hindi attains the
status of a 'common medium, English should be compulsoryin
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educational institutions.

760 CHATTERJI'G Ca Higher education.in'tegional anguages will
hasten disintegration. Datital (Supplement) 29 December 1966,
97,99.

The ,:reorganization of ,States on linguistic basis and the
consOquent.adoption of regional languages as media of ins-
truction at all levels restated in weakening of interstate
links. The recommendations of the Education :.Commission advo-
(sating the use of regional languages as media at higher level,
ignoring the main bulk of evidence favouring a uniform medium,

.Imuld further aggravate the situation. Universities would'
,become parochial, and there would be no uniformity of stand-
ard.

761 DESHPANDS V Its Medium of education - a hypothesis. Indian
Journal of Medical Education 1967, 6(1), 22-6. 4 ref.

The grasp of the language is the crucial factor in the pro-
cess aflearning. A deficiency in 'grasp is bound to be
dstriMental to the gaining of the first phase of knowledge
and eventually the final phase ( i.e. the real learning ).
A reasonable'failmte'in grasp, however, can be compensated by
the ability of a student at the cost of mental energy. There
are limitations in the compensation and a fall in grasp below
certain level would result in learning failure. This hypo-
theOis appears to be tenable from a study with medical students.

Students were able to express themselves in Marathi better than

in English and the comprehension of the subject was also
better. The regional language could, therefore be used
as medium of instruction with advantage.

762 lahgligh as medium of instruction in India (Editorial).
Journal and Proceedings of the Institution of Chemists
(India). 1966, 38(4), 255-1:

There should be only one medium of instruction in higher
education throughout the country to facilitate inter-State
movement of students. English has been serving this purpose
and any attempt to replace it by regional languages, as
suggested by the Education Commission, would vivisect India.
The decision of U.P.S.C. to hold its examinations in all the

14 1 nguages mould mean relinquishing its power in favour of
the State public service commissions and itself fading into

oblivion$ The All India Students' Languages Conference
recommended the retention of English as the sole medium of
instruction in higher education.
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MORAL EDUCATION

763 MATTHEW A VI Moral Education - an opportunity and a
challenge. Christian Education 1966, 16(4), 30-2.

True education is not merely communication of knowlodge and
skill but also perception of and commitment to values that
preserve and enrich the life of society. A. sense of values
oannot be taught but has to be imbibed. The school atmosphere
should be conducive to the development of such values. It
is also possible to correlate formal education in values with
school curriculum. The field of moral ladUcatiOn is wide
and is closely connected with many school subjects. Moral
education does not render occupatiorlal guidance/ but equips
students with a sense of values for the occupations whidh
they might take up. As a part of moral education, students
should be given 'opportunities to participate in community
activities both indivldually and in groups.

POLICY AND PLANNING

764 BHARAXIYA 'ANA SANGt: Election manifesto. (In Patta-'
bhirat Mt Ed. General election in India. Bombay, Allied
publishers, Tggl, 208-9 ).

Attempts would be made to implement the directive principles
of the Constitution to provide free compulsory education
to all children up to the age of 11 by 1971. Education
would be free up to higher secondary stage. The language
policy would be as under: 1) at the State level the pro-
vinical language would be the official language.; 2) depart-
ments in the Centre which come into direct contact, with the
people' would use Hindi and provinical languages; 3). Hindi
would. be introduced at the. Central level-; 4)' examinations of
the. Union Public' Service Commission would be had in all the
regional languages._ A, common scientific terminology for all
Indian languages would' be prepared.

765 CHAGLA M Cit Trends of educational development. (In his
Idacation and the. nation. BOmbay, . Allied publishers, 1966.
44-55)146

During the Fourth Plan the emphasis would be on consoli-
dation and quality of education. Short-term and long-term
training programmes would be. adopted to meet the shortage of
teachers. Correspondence courses and summer schools would be
organized.' to clear the backlog of untrained teachers. Intro-
duction of mid-day meals and useful hobbies have been suggest-
ed to prevent drop out at the primary stage. Relapse into
illiteracy could be stopped only by a large scale production
of popular literature and a strong' library movement. Pro-
vision of diversification at secondary stage and opening a
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number of model schools in each State are suggested. No new
universities would be started during the. Fourth Plan. A
model bill had been drafted to control private educational
institutions.

766 COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA: Election manifesto. (In
Pattabhiramaft M, Ed. General election in India. Bay,
Allied Publishers 1967.

omb
)67. 274).

IMIGParty wants i) free and comyulsory education up to
Secondary stage; 2) reorganization of the entire educational
system to suit the needs of a modern industrial India; 3)
reduction of the cost of education; 4) creation, of training
facilities in industrial and technical courses for workers;
5 expansion of higher technical and scientific education;
6 academic and democratic. rights for students and teachers;
7 banning by law the entry of police into educational
institutions;. 8) autonomy of academic bodies; 9) standard-
ization of textbooks; 10) making available educational necess-
ities at cheap prices; 11) making available minimum: medical
facilities and sports and physical training facilities to
all students; 12) special facilities for women.

767 COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA ( MARXIST )1 Election manifesto.
(In Pattabhiram M, 2d. General election in India. Bombay,
Allied publishers, 19t172.7 244-6.)

The Party would 1) upgrade primary schools into schools with
seven years' course; 2) introduce compulsory tree elementary
education with a seven years' course; 3) make secondary
education 'free; 4) bridge the gap between boys' and girls'
education; 5) promote mother-tongue as the medium of ins-
truction at all stages of education; 6) promote technical
education; 7) raise the quality of education; 8) meet all
the legitimate demands of the teachin/T profession so that
the quality of teaching as well as the dignity of.the
profession is restored.

768 JOSHI A Cs Science policy and the elections. Muslim
University Gazette 1967, 16k9), 2-4.

In spite of the increasing investment in successive plans
for scientific research, the performance has been at a lower
level even than that of China. There is the need to place
some inspirational mission before the scientists which would
stimulate a coherent national response. In the present
context of food crisis, development of synthetic food could
be such a mission which would involve the participation of
scientists and technologists of various disciplines. The
broad national policy for science and the priority in re-
search activities have to be immediately fixed in view of
the limited financial and. manpower resources. The develop-
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went of the Advanced Centres and major universities would
weaken other institutions. Equitr.blo distribgtion of re-'.
search and deVelopment funds to all institutions has been
urged.

769 PRAJA SOCIALIST PARTY: Election manifesto. (fin

Pattabhiram M, Ed. General election in India. liombay,
Allied publishers, 1967. 194).

Education would be aimed, at liberating the alumni from the
stranglehold of outmoded social customs and beliefs. A
sense of discipline and national service should be developed
in the students through compulsory NCO training, voluntary
work camps, and training in democratic citizenship, To
foster a spirit of modernism education would be science
oriented. Differentiations in schools which create a pri-
vileged section would be abolished. Other programmes are:
1) introduction of free and compulsory primary education
and correspondence courses; 2) utilization of radio for
educational purposes; 3) reduction of student-teacher ratio;
4) improvement of the socio-economic status of teachers; .5)
ensuring automomy in the academic sphere; 6) emphasis on
technical and vocational education; 7) free education up to
the school leaving stage.

771

Quality and quantity (Editorial). 'Hindu 31 January
1967, p.6, cols.1-2. 532 words.

Although the qualitative aspect of education should be
emphasized in view of the tremendous expansion in recent
years, the programme for quantitative expansion is necessary
provide educational opportunity to every child. The talen-
ted-boys spotted from all schools should however be put in
special 'oni.imum level' schools where emphasis would be on
excellence in the content and method of teaching. From these
institutions leadera in every sphere of society would be
produced. Evaluation of merit for selection to these schools
should be done mid-way through and at the end of, primary

7
and

midway in the Secondary course.

RATURI A S: Educational targets as an impediment. (In
Nageswar Prasad and Juyal B N, Eds. Impediments to develop-
ments in developing countries. Varanasi, Gandhian institute
of Studies, 1966, 124-8. 4 ref).

Education is an investment of a special kind which is not
the cause but the effect of economic growth. The belief
in the concept of universal education may be one of the
impediments to development when education is sought on
account.of its beneficial effects. Thee statement that
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expansion of education:bringe.aboixt depolarization in society
by providing equal opportunity for a larger, number of people
is untenable. Economic development, on the other hand,
contributes to such achievement. The Third. Plan outlay on
education was more than the economy could bear. A. plea has
made to reduce the educational targets, because wrong con-
ceptions of the role of education in development, and the
consequent desire to provide universal free primary and
secondary education, are impediments to development.

772 S4MYUKTA SOCIALIST PARTY: Election manifesto. '(,In

Pattabhiram M, EC General *election in India. Bombay,.
Allied publishers, 1967. 199-200).

The expenditure of all schools on teacher's salaries,
buildings, books etc.,.shauld be the same. All expensive
primary schOolswOuld be closed down by law. Children of
all citizens would study in the same type of schools. A
uniform 'primary education would lay the foundations of an
awakened and enriched democracy. Other proposals are: 1)
use of regional languages as medium of instruction; 2)
relaxation of the rules of adMission; S) raising the percent-
age of passes in examinations', particularly by making English
an optional subject; 4). -provision for financial help and sub-
sidized food for students from backward community.

773 SRANTAM'RA PARTY: Election manifesto. (In Pattabhiram
116 Ed. d4fieral election in India, Bombay, Allied publishers,
19617)85-6).

Suggestions for arresting the disintegration and spirit of
cynicism and disorder arec 1) a spiritual element alongside
of the humanities and sciences would be introduced to provide
an adequate badkground of human values and national unity;
and"2) voluntary agencies would be encouraged to impart moral
and religious instruction. The Party is in favour of: 1)
raising the quality of education' in primary schools which'
shoUld ba the diredt responsibility of State Governments; 2)

i

raising the iocio-economic status of tfiachers; 3 rejection
of Measures like nationalization of textbooks; 4 vind-
ication of the Fundamental Rights of citizens to educate their
children according to their choice in an atmosphere untra-
mmeled by official directives; and 5) autonomy of universi-
ties and other educational institutions 6) making people
science minded, and technologically oriented.

PROGRAMMED LEARNING

774 DEWAN S SI KULKANI $ St Use of prOgrammed learning pro-
cedures to improve televised instruction. Indian Educational
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Review 1967) 2(1), 73-9. 10 ref.

A study with a sample of class X Students of.3 Delhi schools
demonstrated that techniOes of overt response and immediate
confirMation kimplied in programmed learning) applied to
tellvised instruction might yield better results. In each
school; students were divided:into three groups. Twp groups
(designated as treatment groUps) received the new type of
TV lesson while the third, the control group, observed the
conventional' TV lesson. After the experiment'a short-answer
type test was given to measure learning and after 7 days the
test was repeated to measure the retiOntion Of learning. On
the immediate post-test in all the 3 schoOls, the treatment
groups yielded significantly higher scores. Similarly, on
the retention test, the scores yielded by the, treatment
groups were consistently higher.

775 VAIDYA N: Programmed learning. Educational Review 1966,
72(11), 239-40, 2 ref.

Various controversies over the efficiency of programmed tech-
niques have been disoussed. It has been stressed that the
objectives of traditional teaching may also be achieved by
programmed instruction, which is the first step towards self-
education.

PUBLIC. =ROMS

776 CHAGLA M C: Education for the elite. ( In his Education
and the nation. Bombay, Allied publishers, 1966. 33 -8 ).

Public schools are necessary for imparting education of high
quality to talented pupils 'irrespective of social and econo-
mio.status, to create intellectual leadership Of tomorrow.
large number of scholarships should be available in Order to
provide equal opportunities to the pupilit of all strata of
society to derive benefit from public schools. The concept
of intellectual elite is not contradictory to democratic
principles. Public schools, instead of encouraging snobbery,
should emphasize discipline, respect for individuals and
spirit of tolerance.

777

READING

BHATNAGAR B N: Understanding the reading difficulties of
class VI students in Hindi with special reference to diagno-
stic and remedial work with under-achievers. Rajasthan
Board Journal of Education 1967, 3(2), 24-9.

A study with 88 boys and girls revealed that slow reading
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speed was due to unfamiliarity with the topic,'absent-mind-

edness, occurrence of unknown words and ladk of experientisa
background. Tendency to ignore unknow words, unsuitable`'
reading techniques and emotional instability or physical
handicap. Were generally the causes of poor purposefulnesa.
The following measured are recommended: 1) takihg up of read-
ing at the primary stage and prbviding Opportunities for
wide reading; 2) including diagnoStio testing and, remedial
work in teacher education curriculut to.help the under-
achievers; 3) intrOducing pre-reading questions and post-
reading discussion in teaching; 4) shifting emphasis grad-
ually from loud reading to silent reading. Personal re-
lationship is necessary for remedial work. Motivation should
be considered as an important factor.

778 CHA0K0 02 Review of research in reading readiness. Indian
Educational Review 1967, 2(1), 1-25. 85 ref.

Reviews the literature on major researches up to 1964 under
the following heads: 1) physiological readiness, 2) intell-
ectual readiness; 3) language readiness; 4) emotional re-
adiness; 5) social readiness; and 6) experiential readiness.
An increasing recognition of the need to apply the readiness
concept at all levels is noticeable. Studies on reading
have shown that it is, not a simple mechanical skill but a
complex activity involving a higher mental process and
calling for various abilities.. The abilities differ accord-
ing to the type and purpose of the reaaing. Therefore,
constant evaluation of the pupils readiness for the kind of
reading expected of them.and the development of the skills
needed should be an important part of the programme. Since
most of the studies were done on pupils in the first grade,
the results contributed only to readiness for reading at the
beginning stage.

779 RAWAT D S. Studies and tests in reading. Indian Educat
ional Review 1967, 2(1), 116-24. 18 ref.

survey has been made of the studies conducted in India and
the U.S.A. on three areas related to reading viz. vocabulary,
reading interest and testing of reading ability, while review-
ing the publication: "Bhagatwala d As Standardization of
silent reading tests in Gujarati for secondary schools Baroda,
M.S. University, 1966.6, 189p." .Bhagatwala aimed at provid-
ing scales to measure three factors of reading ability (viz.

speed., work-meaning and comprehension) of individUal pupils
studying in classes VIII to XI. Final tests were adminis-
tered to 5,136 subjects. Test-retest, parallel forms, and
split-half methods were used to determine the reliability
of the 15 tests devised. In most of the cases the reliability
coefficent was between .50 to .60. The validity was deter-
mined using three different techniques: 1) correlating
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standard. scores of the total of 4 subjects obtained, by the
testees with their total score in the final form of the re-
ding test; 2) determining the correlation between the marks
obtained by the testeea and the ratings of experts for their
ability in learning. The 'validity coefficients ranged from
'30 to '72; 3) adopting the analytic procedure of establish-
ing validity.

780 VARADAN Vs Newspaper reading habits and il.terests of adol-
escents. Indian Education 1966, 5(10), 3-26.

The study based on the replies given by 291 high school
students (172 boys and 119 girls) revealed the following: .

1) only 2.75% of the adolescents above 12 years do not read.
newspapers; 2) excessive school work prevents specially
girls from reading; 3) boys read. more timber of papers than
girls; .4) 73.3% read. regularly; 5) subscription is the main
source by which pupils get papers; 6) item preferences be-
tween boys and girls are similar; 7), differences in taste-
preferences were noticed between rural boys and. girls, urban
boys and girls, and rural and urta.n. girls. It has been
suggested that more effort should be made in educational
institutions to encourage newspaper reading habits of
students by providing necessary facilities..

STANDARD OP EDUCATION

781. LULLA.B Pt Constructing an index for measuring rise or
fall in educational standard. Indian Education 1966-67,
6(t-2), 5-11.

An index can be constructed at a. specific level and in a
specific subject or institution only. It .involves three.,
major steps; 1) fixing terms of reterence or determinants;
2) determining basal factors; 3) calculating index or index-
es for specific standards in education. The terms of refer-
ence are the determinants expressed in the form of object-
ives to be achieved or improvements to be expected. in a
specific area. Such expectations may be partly quantitative
and. partly qualitative. As in social sciences, the concept
'bases has to be developed in educational measurement with
regard to the rise or fall in standards at a speoific level
with the help of acceptable basal factors. Some concepts
suggested ares 1) base time; 2) base group; 3) base. programme;
4) "base performance; 5) base product. After fixing the
determinants and assuming the basal factors, the percentage-
increase or decrease on the given determinants is calu-
lated. A tentative example for calculation of standards of
a subject in a particular year has been given.
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782 MANGLA L R: Falling standards in education - causes and
remedies. Progress of Education 1967, 41(7), 250-3, 258.

The frequent student strikes resulting in 1°06 of working
hOurs are responsible for lowaring educational standards.
Long hours'of practical work, internal assessment system and
the dissertation work required in partial fulfilment of the
degree, fully engage the students pursuing professional cours-
es. As such, they generally do not participate in strikes and
demonitrations.. Students of arts fabulty, on the other hand,
have more free time, as they depend on guide books for passing
examinations. Their ,energy is not properly c:iannelized,
SuggestionS tor improvement of the situation are :, intro-6

duration Of internal assessment, viva -voce test, and essay
papers in each subjebt at graduate level itabinttion and
dissertation at the pbstgraduate leVel. Stich steps would
inculcate.the habit cif reading standard books end journals
and. frequent visits to the library, and keep them busy
throughout the session.

STUDENT INDISCIPLINE

783 CHAGLA M C: Statement on student unrest (laid on the
table. of Lok Sabha on 7 November 1966) (In Institute ..,of

Constitutional and Parliamentary 'Studies, New Delhi:)', Student
unrest - problems and perspectives.' New Delhi, the Institute,
1966. 98-102).

The causes of unrest are: 1) overcrowding in educational=
institutions at all levels withoat corresponding increase'
in the facilities fot teaching and letrning, and physical ,am3n-
ities for student; 2) uncertain future facing educated young
men, particularly those receiving education in non-technical
subjects and humanities; disintegration of traditional
mays of life 4) impact of worldwide trend of restlessness
amongst students; 5) political and non-acadomic factors;,6)
failure on the part of some Vice-Chancellors to inspire the
respect and confidence of the academic community. The
remedies suggested are: 1) non-interference of political
parties in student affairs; 2) maintaining the highest inte-.
grity in.matters of appointments arid admissions to universi-
ties and educational institutions; 3) ensuring university
autonomy; 4). prompt and sympathitio action in removing grieve
vanes of students; 4) Acceptance, by the students, of the
decisions of the educational authorities regarding academic
matters. The recommendations of the Education Commission
(1964-66) regarding student services and conference of
vice-chancellors (16-18 October 1966) on student unrest would
also help_ solving the problem.

784 CRISRTI A Role of language.' Seminar 1966, No.88 (Dec-
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ember), 18-20.

The most important cause or student indiscipline ii the
frustration experienced, by students during the transition
from the secondary stage with a. regional langu.age.. as the
medium of instructiOn to the university, stage, where. English
is the meditun.. In some universities where, undergraduate .

students can take. instruetion, in either of these languages,
the stemdar& of education had deteriorated chief to: inadequate
instructional material in regienal languages'. Teachers- ago..

lack suffit: command: on langu.age :. as.: an instrument of
int. n .appointritente to both private and public sector jobs, .

the candidate's . capablity, of expressing. in English is .

being Iiroferzi.e.clis Thus.' students educated. through regional
Ifitiguagee finding. an.uttaezz,bath, future: before: them. indulge -in,

violent acts. Lb.ttø ne.o transfor:xnatien to regiOnat
language's' at, all stagee. .Of education; ham- beer4 .. urged...,

1. f'4

785 CHITRA M 14 Case studies,. Seminar. 1966, 110.88 (December);

34-9.

786

Various academic and non-academic issues contribute- to student
strikes. The problem should be viewed against the total

. social context including the economic and poitical. ,4ucio-
logists and social anthropologists should Undertake 004e0
in this matter, Strikes have their roots in the educational

.

system which in turn is influenced by force/3 in the -444er'
society. In this context two strikes have been examined: 1)
the Mysore University strike consequent on the increase in
tuition fees; and 2) the Polyteclanic Institute strike .(Gwalior,

LP) sparked off' by a clash between students and police on a
minor issue. An analysis of Mysore University strike revealed
the following causes': 1) poor economic conditions; 2) increase
in number of students; 3) ineffective teaching; 4) formal
relationship between teachers and students; 5) caste consi-
deration in academic life; 6) low salary scales of teachers;
7) glaring, disparity in salary scales of goVernMent employees
and students' fees between the old and new :1Aysore areas.
Political and social ambitions .encourage sttdents to join
college unions and take active part in student st,rikes,

Conference of Vice-Chancellors - main recwamendationsi.
( In Institute of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies,
New Delhi.. Student unrest - problems and perspectives. Na
Delhi, the Institute, 1966. 113-16.

The conference held in New Delhi during 16-18 October 1966

under the Chairmanship of Dr. D.S. Kothari, Chairman, Uni-
versity Grants Commission to consider the problem of student

unrest, made the following recommendations for immediate
implemention: 1) appointment of deans of student welfare in
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universities and colleges; 2) provision for counselling and
guidance;.3) strengthening of information and employment
bureaux and institution of effective orientation programmes;
4) exPanbion of library facilities; 5) provision for physical
amenities for students; 6) provision for financial aid to
needy students; 7) ptomotion of personal contact between ",
teachers and students; 8) strengthening of proctorial arrang-
ments of the university with the participation of students
alsb in the Maintenance of peaceful conditions on the campus;
9) setting up of consultative machinery for the expediti,kss
solution of problems of students. Other recommendations ares
1) associating student representives in discussions relating
to student welfare, discipline and related matters; 2) pro -

.,=emoting cordial relations betwes the police and the academic
community; 3) prohibiting the entry of police into the
university campus without the persission of the educational
authorities, Political parties have been requested to desist
from using students for their own political ends and object-
ives.

787, Cure for unrest (Editorial). Times of India 21 October
1966, p.8, 0°1.1. 440 words.

The consensus reached at the vice-chancellors' conference
does not offer immediate solution for the student unrest
problemlbut suggests practical ways for restoring the author-
ity of vice-chancellors. Encroachment of State Governments
and politicians upon the university autonomy should stop
forthwith. Central Government's capacity to ensure this is
doubtful, but it can adequately finance student welfare
schemes for checking unrest.

788 GAJENDRAGADKAR P B$ Student unrest - the law and order
aspect (Extracts from convocation address, Marathwada Uni-
versity). Times of India, 21 October 1966, p.8, Cols.3-4,
p.9, 001.6. 920 words.

The problem should be handled with imagination, tact and
sympathy. The immediate need is to establish a free and frank
communication between students and university and college
authorities.

789 GUPTA R Ks Students° estate. Economic and Political
-Weekly 1966, 1(17), 705-6.

any students being eligible voters, there should be no

objection to individual or collective participation in

politics. Students all over the world behave more or less
like their elders. The emergence of students' estate is
thus an inevitable consequence of the formation of similar
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estates amongst the Siclirspracti,4ng.i:arioi.ip trades. This'collective body of Uden0 again replicate the affair ofthe elders collectively. The root.. of student
can thug be traced.' to :thellehavi our of elders . in the -p0).iti-
tar and. academic field:s,....)tany of the unpeaSant....tr.044s in'stUdents:-reflegt t11,,O...,090.uct.,of'.:teichers.i.:::U0a1Allged. growth*of. .iichooli 'and. coll,e.gsta and ,the.maladjustment of rural students

. to the urban educ44,Orial ...set, up also contribute to the
*.:-.malady. Rehabilitating ;teachers seems to be the only remedy,since it is not possible. to. bring any reform....in.i.other elders.Pending the implementation of a long term programme, the
violation of law* by :Students. should. bs treated as such and
action taken accordingly; ,

190 . . liTSTITUT4 or: CONSTITUTION:kr; .40:13.1M1/4.00111141,RY STUDIES,
NEW.D4tRI.t Student unreel, .1-.piobl,elia and perspectives.
leviDelhi,. the IrkStiWte, 1966. 1.20p.

The publication '. dOnsists:Of fOur parts: 1) background note
7.'brk-thei,;'*i;irrobIeM-**Of .student unrest an;:analysis of causes and

*Oires;: 2). symposium presenting 11 ..papers by edudationists.:and.Eitatastien, 3) excerpts from the editorial comments in .1reagig.
newspapers, and statements of PO4tiaal leaders:1 educationistsand students; 4) '41).001.0es .conta,ining statement on student
unr,eit':by. Mr. '11..C.:101ii4a,. Union Minister of Education, laid
on the table. of the Lok Sabha on ..7..,110*,oipber _1967 b).. excerpts

;.:tiom the report of the EducatiOn Cornnussion oii 0*(ient,,:servicis,
c) main recommendations of .iheYq*Csilfe'rence of Vice-Chancellors..(16.;18:totaber 1966); d) Rajya Sabha diibite on student unrest
(8-9 November 1966).

791 JA617.40HiNs' TaCklin.e...41S4151kniity prage. ins in second.-:try schools. IridianEducation 1966-67, -6(1-2), 2936.
In the 'changed. social set-up the concept of discipline has
:undergone Change's and. therefore technique of ,handling dis-
ciplinary problems nee4s *drastic change. Disciplinary pro-
edures should no *longer be.punitive. Discipline cannot be

Anthiloated Merelyby enforcing rules and regulations onstudents. Instead. of enforcing discipline by any outside
agettoy, students should. be entrusted with this responsi-bility. Encouraging Studetits to participate in extra-curri-
&lax* activities has been *suggested for developing a sense
of self-discipline in them. Ways and means of handling
three common delinquencies among the school students viz.,
1) truancy; 2) *stealing of books; and 3) writing on school

dUring.examinati;ons have been discu.ssed.

.792 JOHN V Vs Student unrest -' substitutes for courage.?..,
.:*Time0-0.India15 October .1966, p.6, gol;e.3-4, p.8, co1.3.
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150Q words. (also In Institute of Constitutional and loarlia,
mentary Studies, Net Delhi. Students unrest - problems and
perspectives. Ns* Delhi, the Institute, 1966. 61-5).

Students hardly clamour for a challenging currioulum or
,...,,better educational facilities and higher standard, but, agi-

tate on some triviality. CoUnselling and other welfare act-
ivities are not substitutes for learning. The urgent need
is for teachers, whose learning animates and enlivens the

. classrbom. Enquiries into student Violence should be com-
prehensive.. In public life there is no substitute for
courage.

793 JOSRI A C: On student unrest. University News. 1967, 5(2),
3-5; 5(3), 3-4. (also In Institute of Constitutional and.

Parliamentary Studies, New Delhi. Student unrest- problems
and perspectives. New Delhi, the Institute, 1966.37-47).

The process of transformatiOn of an agricultural feudal .so-
biety into a moaern industrial community and the Oneequent
revolution of rising expectations in a developing society
May be the causative factor. Glaring gaps 'in' the academic_

Structure of the community,,imbalance between manpower e-

quLrements and.outturn of eduoated personnel causing large
scale unemployment, infringement of university autonomy, the
gap between precept and action of leaders are some other
factors. Remedial .measures suggested are: 1) implementing
the proposals for the improvement of students welfarc4suggest-
ed by various committees and commissions; 2) bridging the gap
between students and authorities; 3) setting. up a joint
teacher- student council to look into the students' grievances.

The long -term measures include : 1) arresting the detei-
iorating standards of instruction and improving the whole
apparatus of higher education; 2) minimizing elections in
universities and accordingly changing university charters.,
3) setting up Boards of Management for university adminis-
tration with long term membership similar to those in Insti-
tutes of Technology; and 4) changing the methods of instruct-

ionovaluation etc. in accordance with the available re-
source s.

794 KABAD B K R: Upsurge of discontent. Times of India 20

October 1966, p.8, Cols.3-4, p.9, Col.5. 1500 words.

There are contradictions in the analysis of the causes of
student discontent and aL in the remedies suggested. Any
outbreak of violence is a threat to law and order and should

be treated as such. it is not a question of creating condi-

tions for lessening or removing temptations for breaking the

law. Men in public life should sot examples of respecting

law and authority. Parents' associations can handle the

problem better. Because of public apathy and indifference
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. the matter is left entirely in the hands of politicianep

795 RIBPAL Ps_Oludent unrest -"a programme of action. Amriia
Bazar PatrikaiRepublic Day Supplement,26 January 1967,
ools.3 -6, p.IV, cols.4-5. 2535 words..

The weakness in the system of higher education and the gen-
eral social disorganisation are the main Causes. The suggest-

.

od long term remedial measures aret 1) strengthening the
quality of higher eduoation; 2) linking higher education to
manpowe* needs; and 3) introducing compulsory. na+ional ser-
vice. The short term.. programmes are * 1).provittionVr large
textbook. libraries; 2) establishMeti of joint committees of
students and teachers; 3) aPpointment of right type of vice-,'
ohandellors; 4) clean, impartial and efficient administration
in universities as well as in the government; 5) firm enforc-
ement of law and order; and 6) establishment of close and
cordial relationbhip between students, teachers and Police.
Teachers, parents, political leaders and' social organisations
should give proper lead and guidance to students.

796 Long neglect (Editorial). Times of India 12 October 1966,
p.8, Cols.1-2. 622 words.

The maintenance of law and order is only a part of the stu-
dent unrestproblem. More important is the removal ot sourc-
es of discontent, frustration and cynibism niong the student
community.* Concerted action by parents to discipline their
wards, a* machinery to look into the student grievances, select-.
ive admission, laying down exacting standards, for the appoint...
ment of vice-chancellors, are some of the remedial measures.

797 MEHTA, C'S: Student indiscipline. Edutational Forum 1967,
12(1) 0 28-31.

There are several instances of student indiscipline encourag-
ed by teachers. Lowering the curricular, requirements, easier
examinations and the discharge of teachers have boon some of
the recent demands of students. The attitude of the uni-
versity authorities and of the government to yield to the
unjust demands of students with a view to avoid illegal act-
ivities has been criticized. Proper organisation and .4,Nin-

otioning of students unions has been urgqd.

798 ANON V K Ns First step - a code of conduct for students.
(In Institute of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies,
New Delhi: Student unrest - problems and perspectives. New
Delhi, the Institute, 1966. 66-8).
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auggests,drawing up a code jointly by teachers and students
covering questions. of their condudt both inside and outside
the institution. The code would "over questions like strikes
against university authorities~ picketing of classes or
residences of authveities, the demand for postponement of
examinations, as also ways of protest against the government
on vital issues, measur*'s to ensure the peacefUl conduct of
proccessions, agreement to use only the methods of persuasion
to close business premises and institutions during strikes,.
and renunciation of violence. The joint consultative machi-
mery suggested for solving student grievances, may undertake
the drawing up of the code. The suggestion of the police
authorities to promote social contact between police and
students seams to be unwise.

799. NARAYAN J P: Educational deficiencies. Educational Forum
1967, 12(1, 9-15.

Although some of the remedies for student unrest are beyond
the educational system, two major steps can be taken by the
educational authorities: I) removing the educational defi-.
ciencies that contribute to it; and 2) setting up an adequate
consultative and administrative machinery to prevent incidents.
The students' unions should be considered as part of the
institution and as an aid to its administration. Students
shall have the right to participate in politics. but the
functions, of studentsl'unions and of student fronts of poli-
tical parties must be distinct and separate. The widened
gap between the generations, all round fall in the stand-
ards of public conduct, deterioration of socio-economic
conditions are someof the deeper causes.. The Congress
Party, is largely responsible for the decline in standards
of public behaviour) Decline of religion is another major
cause. The need for student participation in national
construction ?'as been stressed.

800 Police chiefs" proposals to meet student strikes. Hindu
17 October 1966, p.1, Cols.3-5. 396 words.

The recommendations are: 1) promoting social contact between
students and police; 2) informing the police incase the
educational authorities apprehend any troublc; and 3) swift
and effective action to curb agitations.

801 RAJ IC N: Regional contrasts. Seminar 1966, No.88
(December), 40-1.

General economic and political situation in the country
and unbalanced development of university eftbation contri-
bute to student unrest and indiscipline. Proliferation of
universities and indiscriminate enrolment of students for
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higher education in some States, particularly U.P., Bihar,
M.P. and West Bengal, contribute to the persistent and fre-
quent student disturbances in thos regions. Significantly
in these States the growth of university education is some-
what out of proportion to literacy in general as compared to
the States having higher literacy percentage but lower uni-
versity enrolment. The latter States are largely free from
troubles. The regional distribution of universities also
conforms to this pattern. The four Southern States which
accounted for over 30% of the country's total literate popu-
lation had between them only about 16% of the total number of
universities in 1961. On the other hand the States of U,?.,
Bihar, LP. and West Bengal having the same percentage of
literate population, accounted for 50% of the total number
of universities.

802 RAJAMANNAR P V: Why ara our students restless. Hindu,
Republic Day Supplement. 26 January 1967. pI, co1.5, p.II,
cols. 24.12-so ooyet.s.

Students endowed with intelligence cannot resist subscribing
to one or the other of the conflicting ideologies - social,
economic and political-that teem the world today. Unrest is
due to their active participation in movements epposed to
the existing political, economic and social patterns. Active
participption in politics is a natural corollary to student
particiaption in the freedom movement. Another cause is the
paucity of scholarly teachers who could command the respect
and reverence of students and inspire them. While the
Indian Constitution specifies people's rights of different
kinds, it does not emphasize their corresponding duties and
obligations. This has resulted in a general lack of sense
of responsbility in every sphere of society.

803 RAO V K R V: Problems of student unrest - causes and
remedy. Tribune 12 October 1966, p.4, cols.3-6. 2250 words.

Student indiscipline is a cultural, socio-economic and
educational problem which falls for an objective and scienti-
fic study to find the proper remedies. The cause of unrest
include: 1) the sharp break in the medium of instruction.
betvmen the secondary and collegiate stages, and consequent
difficulties in understanding the subjects of study; 2) fear
of unemployment; 3) large increase in number of students
altering the complexion of the student body and making per-
sonal contact between the teacher and the taught increasingly
difficulty *; 4) growing disillusionment of the youth with the
older generation; and 5) the neglect of non-student youth
belonging to the age goup of college students but remain-
ing idle. Politicians have been requested to prevent stu-
dents from participating in party politics. Students should
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adopt constitutional methods to get their grievances redress-
ed. Formation Of a National Commission headed by a sociolo-
gist with representatives of teachers, administrators -and
students, has been suggested.

804 MULL S Ps Student unrest in India - a sociological app-
roach. progress of Education 1966-67, 41(5),174-8; 41(6),
216-220. 39 ref.

The factors responsible for unrest should be studied in the
oontext of social and economic conditions. Economic miseries
have led to dissatisfaction. Social malaise has developed a
sense of frustration among the people. The social malaise thus
inherited, by pupils, leads to indiscipline and violence.
Student unrest is not a problem Of law and order. The aca-
demicians and educational administrators should attempt to
improve the situation through scientific enquiry. Socio-
logical research studies should therefore be Undertaken by
universities and educational institutions, on topics rele-
vant to the problem. Val, whole gamut of social malaise,
both within and outside the academies should be covered by
these studies.. An eXhaustive list of problems has been
"given.

805 SRINIVASA IMMO K. Student unrest. Swarajya 1967,
Annual Number 205-8.

Although student involvement in political agitations is not
new in India, it is not clear whether they form the advance
guards of political movement or ara merely being used by
politicians. Student consciousness of rights'and.phaftoominge
in social, life, general indiscipline all over the county,
the polarization between the young and the oldl'between
the underprivileged and affluent, and between opposition
and. ruling parties, contribute to the problem. Some
guidelines suggested. are: 1) proper orientation of freshers
to new .surroundings; 2) closer contacts between teachers
and students outside the classes; 3) student counselling; 4)
improvement of physical conditions in colleges and uni-
versktiesp 5) 'modernisation of syllabus; and 6) simplificat-
ion and rationalization of the examination system.

806 Students and the-police (Editorial). Hindu 1:3 October
196. 1)06, co1,01. 618 Words.

Adolescent delinquency cannot claim any privileged immunity.
Instead of indulging in unfair criticism of Tolicf#, the pub-
lic and the authorities should exercise a restraining in-
fluence on students and keep political parties away from
them*
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807 Student lawlessness (Editorial). Hindu 8 October 1966,
p.6, Cols.1-2. 558 words.

Closer student-teacher link, sympathetic consideration of
grievances, integration of student community into the life
of the university, and providing motivation to study subjects
which would lead to useful careers, are necessary to wean
away the students from the influences of political parties.
It is significant that students of vocational and technical
coursesiwho have a clear goal in view, are not involved in
agitations.

808 Values in education (Editorial). Hindu 4 October 1966,
p.6, Cols 172. words.

The present violence and lawlessness is due to the failure
of the educational system to inculcate a sense of right
values in the minds of students. The needs are: 1) an
immediate agreement among political parties not to exploit
students for political purposes; 2) creating in students a
respect for the Indian cultural heritage.

809 Vice-chancellors' conference (Editorial). Educational
India 1966, 33(5), 164-6.

Except the recommendations for the creation of consultative
machinery and prohibition of the entry of police in the
university campus, there is nothing new in the recommend-
ations. Since the Student violence is a law and order
problem which should be dealt with by the Home Ministry,
such conferences serve no purpose.

STUDENT UNION

810 SACHITANAND N N: What is the-alternative to students' union?
Hindustan Times 1.9 February 1967, p.9, ools.7 -8. 870 words.

The basic functions and qualities of a student represent-
atives' body are: 1) capability of logically discussing iss7
ues with the authorities; 2) shouldering responsibility of
handling students' affairs and maintaining discipline; .3)

conducting various activities in the interst of students;
4). 000perating with authorities in managing the institution;
5),. initiating moves for more rapport between staff and stu-
dents and also suggesting improved teaching methods. Mbst
of the existing students' unions do not ful fill these
expectations, but contribute to student indiscipline. The

suggested alternative is the formation of a students' council
with members selected by the class teachers. This would
exclude undesirable elements from the Union and keep. it
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free from political influence. There should be teacher co-
ordinator in an advisOry and liaison capacity. The college
dean should take active interest in the council

TEACHER EDUCATION

811 ABRAHAM H Js Suggestions for a syllabus on education for
international understanding at the teacher-training level.
Journal of Education, ,Karaikudi 1966-67, 10(2), 1-14.

Following principles have been suggested: 1) the syllabus
should enrich the general edueation,. induce creative work,
self-confidence and competencd to enable students to proceed
on their own when they become teachers; 2) activity methods
and projects should be used for teaching; 3) provision for
specialization in the course and its correlation with a chosen
field of study; 4) syllabus should not be confined to
particular textbooks. Students should be encouraged to
collect material from various sources. The syllabus could be
divided into five unitss 1) orientation and planning - to
present the syllabus as a whole, the work, and to provide
some information about the other units; 2) study of other
countries-to give some insight into the ways of life and
sentiments and aspirations of the people of a different
country; 3) human rights - to develop a feeling of responsi-
bility and to stimulate knowledge and thought about human
rights; 4) the United Nations - to strengthen the sense of
fellow-feeling; 5) culminating activities. An outline of
the units has been given.

812 BHATTACHARYA Ss Teacher education and its new role.
Indian Education 1967, 6(4), 8-12.

The drawbacks of the present system of teacher education
have been discussed: Suggestions offered for improvement
are: I) thorough revision of the curriculum to cover a wide
range of subjects like Indian sociology, social psychology
and rudiments of social sciences; 2) introduction of a two-
year course; 3) making the course a residential one in order
to stimulate a corporate life among teaoher trainees; 4)
introduction of co- curricular activities and community work
as the major part of the first year programmq along with fund-
amental studies of sociology, social sciences, etc.; 5) en-
couragement to undertske social work during and after train-.
ing; 6) introduction of internal evaluation systoi; 7) giving
due credit to skills in arts and crafts, 'physical actvi-
ties and leadership. The whole programme should be geared
to national interests and not confined to academic or pro-
fessional interests. The role of teacher should be that of
a leader, organizer, thinker and coordinator.
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813 CHAURASIA G: Correspondence courses for Bachelor of
Education. (In his New era NA teacher education, Delhi
Sterling publishers, 1967. 56-68).

The important features of the proposed scheme of summer
school cum correspondence course of 14 months' duration are:
1) courses and scheme of examination:content-cum methods
(2 subjects), workshop in teaching, psychological, philosophi-
cal and sociological foundations, supervised teaching and
assignments (2 subjects). The total marks would be 900
(internal 500, external 400); 2) first summer school (8

weeks of 36 hours each): content cum methods (2 subjects),
workshop in teaching, supervised library work, games and
recreation; 3) second summer school (same duration): in
addition to above, philosophical and sociological and
psychological foundations, and'tutorials; 4) ten months
between the two summer schoolst supervised teaching, and
practical assignments like critical study of the syllabus
in two school subjects, study of.examination system in
operation in the school, book review, preparation of teach-
ing aids, practical activities relating to educational psy-
chology.

814 CRAURASIA G: Education of secondary teachers. (In his
New era in teacher education. Delhi, Sterling publishers,
1967, 22-38).

Following recommendations of the Baroda Study Group on the
Education.of Sc4condary Teachers in India (1964), set up
jointly by the NCERT and the National Association of Teacher
Educators and the follow up work have been discussed: 1)
preparation of master plan for teacher education for each
State for the Fourth Plan period. Master plans for Mysore
and Orissa had already been prepared; 2) formation of
National and State Councils for Teacher Education for
planning, coordinating and maintaining proper standards;
3) arrangement for in-service education for teachers, teacher
educators and educational administrators by providing ex-
tension centres to training colleges during the Fourth Plan
and establishing Staff College of Education; 4) expansion of
four-year B.Ed. Courses; 5) introduction of correspondence
courses for teachers.

815 CHAURASIA G: In-service education of teachers. (In his
New era if*. teacher education. Delhi, Sterling publishers,
1967. 80-97).

The deVelopment of extension services initiated in India in
1955 for the promotion of in-service teacher education is des-
cribed. Although the extension work has made much progress,
further intensive work for the consolidation of the gains
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and demonstrating its impact, on school practices are necess-
ary. Development of new techniques and effective use of
Aerlier. procedures of extension work should be made. Follow:-
frig techniques need trinl and investigation: 1) workshops
and seminars; '2) programme of seminar reading as introduced
by .the Directorate of Extension Programmes for. Secondary
Education (NCERT); 3) publication of pamphlets relevant to
the work of teachers; 4) science clubs; 5) correspondence
courses; 6) staff councils and study circles.

816 CHAURASIA G: New. trends in teacher education. (In his
New era in'teacher education. Delhi, Sterling publishers,
1967. 1-21).

The recommendations of the following bodies regarding tea-
cher education have been discussed: 1) University Education
Commission (1949)3 2) Secondary Education Commission (1953);
3) Assessment Committee on Basic Education (1956); 4) Nat-
ional Workshop of Post-Graduate Basic Training.Colleges
(1960); 5) First National Seminar on the Education of Primary
Teachers. The direct and indirect impact of basic education
on teacher education at primary and secondary levels has
been pointed out.

817 CHAURASIA G: Preparation of teacher educators, (In his
New era tilt. teacher education. Delhi, Sterling publishers,
1967. 98-110).

Instead of the conventional one-year B.Ed. and one-year M.Ed.
courses introduction of a two -year M.Ed. course has been
proposed. Only first or second class M.A. and M.Sc. degree
holders should be admitted. Teaching experience should
not be a pre-requisite for admission. As an example, an
outline of a two-year Master of Science Education course
has been given. Some of the features of the course area 1
allotment of time: (a) 51r0 for studying content and method-
ology of science; (b) 25* for compulsory core programme
consisting of two papers viz. problems of Indian education
(selected problems to be considered in a total x3rspective),
and techniques of educational research; (c) 291 for one or
two optionals from topics like curriculum development,
guidance and counselling examination, test and measurement;
2) dissertation on significant problem in science- or pro-
fessional education or science education; 3) term paper and
practical assignments in addition to continuous internal
assessment through periodical tests; 4) 4-6 weeks' inter-
nship every year; 5) emphasis on self -study and providing
opportunities for personal contacts with outstanding
experts and scholars.
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818 CRAURASIA G: Student teaching. (In his New era kiktea-
cher education. Delhi, Sterling publishers, 1967. 69-79).

The improved student teaching programme as introduced in the
Regional Colleges of Education and its objectives have been
discussed. The success of the programme depends on the
cooperating schools and the college s4ervisors. Various
measures including financial incentives to cooperating schools
had been planned to ensure their active participation. The
college supervisor should coordinate the activities of. the
Student teacher with the cooperating teacher and other per-
sonnel in the cooperating schools. Further integration of
theory and practice can be made by introducing a post B.Ed
student teaching programme, Since the one-year B.Ed. course
is inadequate for providing practical knowledge.

819 DESAI D M: Correspondence course in teacher education.
Maharashtra Educational Journal 1967, 15(4), 105-7.

The main criticisms of the scheme of Union Ministry of
Education for training secondary teachers are: 1) teaching
being a skill cannot be imparted through correspondenoe.
The success of teacher education programme depends lawgely on
personal contact with teachers, group work and community
living; 2) the responsibility of training would vest in the
inadequately equipped secondary school teachers of the
cooperating schools; 3) the course being free, the enrolment
in training colleges would be adversely affected. The
correspondence course has been introduced as an emergency
measure to meet the inadequacy of trained teachers. The new
scheme' provides for training in practice-teaching through
internship in cooperating schools. The cooperating teachers
would also be adequately oriented in their assignment. Thus
the development of skills is not neglected. /

820 DORAIKANNO0 MUMALIAR P: KothalN4
education (Editorial). journal of
1966-67, 10(2), i-v.

Commission on teacher
Educationi Karaikudi,

The proposed extension of the academic yeag from 180 to 234
days would leave hardly any time for the teacher and the
trainees to prepare for the class. A reorientation in the
school level subjects for a graduate teachiar trainee would
be superfluous. Correspondence course for working teachers
would be a poor substitute for regular course as it cannot
provide full professional competence to teachers, The four. -

year programme of teacher, education which combines teacher
preparation leading to a degree may not attract the requi-
Ato number of students in the absence of future pros-
pects. Practice teaching deserves great attention and
there should be model schools mantled by expert teachers.
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Some effective teaching methods in teacher education colleges
are: gaidance to self-study; compulsory study of at' least .

one or two' books for each su)jects; linking' the theoretical
knowledge with the experienoe in practical situation.

821 JAMBULINGAM A Ps Teaaher training in technical education.
Hindu 2 January 1967, p.5, cols.2-4. 1410 words.

The polytechni teachers should possess a good academic
baCkground, specialized technical education, industrial
erperience and pedagogical training. *For the existing tea-
ching staff two programmes should be arranged: 1) for gradu-
ates - one year of industrial training and six months of
pedagogiOal training; 2) for diploma holders - in addition
to above, one year of content training to raise their
standard to that of graduate level. The pedagogical train-
ing should include courses in psychology, teaching practice
and also discussions and seminars. The setting up of four
regional technical teachers' training institutes by the
Government of India has been commended.

822 GUPTA L D: Standards in education. Punjab Journal of
Education 1967, 3(4), 25-31

Improvement in the quality and economic status of teachers
is a pre-requisite for raising the standard of primary
education." Following suggestions have been made for the
renovation of teacher education programme for improving the
quality of teachers: 1) students possessing good academic
qualification and a liking for the profession should be
selected as teacher trainees; 2) teacher education colleges
should be located in rural areas where usually the pros-
pective teachers have to work; 3) training institutes should
be subjected to periodical inspection; 4) practice teaching
should form an essential part of the programme; 5) a State
Board of Education should be entrusted with the entire pro-
gramme for primary teachers.

823 KAKKAR S B: Worries of teacher trainees. Pubjab Journal
of Education 1967, 6(4), 21-7.

A survey, of the problems of teacher trainees was undertaken
in order to devise ways and means to eliminate or reduce the
impact of the problems causing worries. A sample of 40 female
and 30 male B.Ed. students of Jullunder was asked to indicate.
5 problems encountered by them. The problem, classified
under 10 categories, and marked in order of frequency of
mention by the students, area 1).academicy 2) personality
and emotional; 3) economic; 4) aspirations; 5) home and
family; 6) healthy 7) philosophic and abstraott 8) occu-
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pational; 9) social; 10) marriage. Most of the academic
problems can be solved by their teachers. Personality and
emotional problems can be partly overcome by organizing
co- curricular activities and rendering individual guidanoo.
As regards aspirations, while enoouraeement and concrete
help in achieving the attainable aspixations are necessary
modification of unattainable ambitions is desirable.

824 KAPUR d Ni Urgent need for teachers' training programme
in mathematics. (In his Essays in mathematics education.
Delhi, Ramchand & Co., 1966. 75-9).

A scheme for a two-year post-11.A. course, under the auspices
of the UGC, to train the teachers in mathematics, has been
proposed. The course should be first started in a suitable
university centre with 50 students and the number of centres
may be increased eventually. The trainees should be consi-
dered to be on probation, to be absorbed in universities
after satisfactory completion of the course. The teaching
staff Should be requisitioned from existing vAniversities
and research institutes. Facilities should be extended to
trainees intending to do research work. However9 emphasis
should be more on advanced training than on.'research. The
approximate annual expenditure for the maintenance of one
centre has been worked out. The training centre should be
independent of the university under a whole-time direetor.

825 MAHARASHTRA, EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: Report of the Committee.
on Teacher Education in Maharashtra State. Bombay, the
Department, (1966). 258p. 29 ref.

The report is in 4 parts. Part one desCribes the total
perspective against which the problems of teacher-supply and
teacher-education should be viewed. In the second part
existing conditions and problems have been presented. The
third part includes a statement of the new trends and patt-
erns in teacher-education, the conclusions together with the
recommendations based on them, and the abstract of recommend-
ations. The statistical statements, schedules, references,
indicativy curricula and full text of the Government Resolu-
tion appointing.the Committee, are included in the fourth part
which also consists appendices. Recommendalions have been
grouped as under: 1) traditionalism in education; 2) content
and method of school.education; 3) composition of the tea-
ching profession; 4) administration and supervision of edu-'
cation; 5) organization and supervision of teacher education;
6i physical and material conditions of teachers' colleges;
7 curricula for teacher education; 8) techniques of teacher
education; 9) quality of teacher educators; 10) duration cis
teacher education courses; 11). opportunities for profesbional
development; 12) planning of teacher-recruitment and teacher
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education; 13) research and advanced studies in education.

826 MAJUMDAR, H B: Scheme for .correspondence-cum-svmmer course
for elementary school teachers. Journal of the Mysore State
Education Federation 1967, 20(6), 150-6, 160.

Describes the scheme drafted by the Nationallesociation.
of Teacher Educators for imparting professional training to
untrained matriculate teachers in the age-group 30-40 with
at least 5 years of teaching experience. Special cells creat.
ed within the State Institutes of Education would conduct
the course. A centre in each training institution should
organize the summer course and sutervise the field work.
Provision would be made for both one-year couree (with 2

summer courses) and two-year course (with 3 summer courses).
Lessons prepared by experienced teachers of the training
institutions would be reviewed and edited by the cells.
The supervision of field work would be done by competent
staff drawn from various agencies involved in the element-
ary education. The external examignations would be the same
as for the regular students. Internal assessment should be
on the ba.s :ts of correspondence' assignments, performance
during summer courses, ana efficioncy in practice teaching.

827 MANOR V S: Vitalising teacher education. Punjab Journal
of Education 1966, 3(3), 40-5.

While experiments with four-year integrated teacher educat-
ion courses should continue, the one-year courses should
be revitalized by: 1 increasing the number of working days
and working hours; 2 providing proper equipment and staff
to training institutions. The future of teacher education
to a large extent depends on individual 'training colleges
and on the vision and initiative of theii staff. The ex-
periments of the State College of Education, Patiala includes

21 compulsory stay in hostels for cultiva:ting the habit of
orientation. course before the beginning of the session;

cooperative living; 3) intornehip in teaching; 4) seminars
and discussions; 5) a system of oral evaluation as a part of
internal assessment; G) audio-visual education; 7) work cams.
The Institute also plans to introduce 1) semester system; 2)
subject specialization for persons with MAI. or M.Sc. degree.

828 MITRA A. K: Bhattbarse 41ksak Eksan byabaelliki( =
Teacher education system in India ) (Bengali). Sikeak
1967, 20(8), 483-6, 488. 11 ref.

Traces the development of teacher education in India in

three phases: 1) 1801-1882; 2) 1882 -1947; and 3) 1947.. The
monitorial system introduced in schools in the late 18th.
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century marked the beginning of teacher training' in India.
In 188142 about 3886 teachers of primary schools received
education in 106 institutions. For the training of second-
ary teachers there were only two institutions - one in Madras
(1856) and the other in Lahore (1881). In the second phase
the teacher training programme received impetus through the
recommendations of Education Commission (1882) and the
resolution of Government of India (11th March 1904) concern=-
ing education. Lppointment of teachers without training was
generally didcouraged. In the thitd phase the concept of .

teacher training had. undergone drastic change. With enlarged
scope, the term teacher education is in vogue since independ-
ence.

829 PANDA S NI Sociological approach to teacher training.
Indian Education 1966, 5(10), 27-31.

In a rapidly changing society teacher's should possess a
clear insight into the social purposes of education* A. plea

has, therefore, been made to incorporate in the teacher
education curriculum a course on general sociology including
edUcational sociology. Some of the topics which should be
coverned are: impact of home, community, population and urban-
ization trends etc. on education; abstract ideas like social
history and national development; current scientific and
technical discoveries; outstanding international problems
like apartheid, nuclear armaments.

830 PARIKH A K M, CHATURITDI Ss Internship in education -
problems and suggestions. Progress of Education 9671 41(6)1
226-30.

An appraisal has been made of the internship programme of the
Regional Colleges of Education.. Theproblems relate for
1) selectiOn of cooperating schools; 2). pre-internship'
preparation; 3) orientation for the cooperating teachers;
4) supervision; and 5 evaluation. The criteria for
ion of schools are: 1. good location"; 2) adequate physical
facilities and equipment; 3) continued cooperatioa from the-
cooperating. schools. A three-month pre-internship programme.
at.the beginning of the academic session has been suggested.
The cooperating teachers should get oriented to: the. teaching.

techniques and methods recommended by the superviSors of
teacher education colleges. Supervision of practice. teaching
.should be made by a team of method experts and a content. man,
while the supervision of internship programme. should. be Vest-
ed in the cooperating teacher and the team of' coilege:super-
visors. Instead of a criticism or a test lesson, the evaluri
ation of student should be made on the 'basis of hia perform-
ance in and participation in cosrourriculak activi-
ties.
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831 PONNAMBALAM P, VISVESVARAN H: Influence of socio--economic
factorS on the attitUde of the students in Basic Training
Schools toward the teaching profession. Journal of Education-
41 Research Extension 1966, 3(2), 65-74. 5 ref.

simple of 422 students studying in Secondary Grade Basic
training institutions in Coimbatore District was subjected
.60' an investigation consisting of 1) the Attitude Sdale
covering five topical areas viz. the teaching profession,
Sins and.. objectives of basic education, community life and
corks icadelpic work and craft, and .2) a questionnaire consist-
ing '6f.6 major questions seeking pifrsonea information. No
significant relationship was fount between the total attitude
scores of trainees and their educational, occupational and
economic status. The trainees secured the first rank in their
attitude towards the community life and work and the last
rank in their attitude towards ain's and objectives of basic
education.

832 RAMANATHAN G: Comments.on the Education Commission's
recommendations on teachei education. Indian Council of
Basid Education Bulletin 1966, 2(5), 3-5.

The recommendations have been reviewed with alternate pro-
posals: wherever necessary: 1) setting up a Standing Committee
and State Boards. Instead of the multiplication of author-
ities at the top level, an autonomous bureau of study and
research can help improve. teacher education; 2) there is
no justification in proposing separate training institution
for junior lecturers in colleges) ihile the CommiSsion is
opposed to the separation of training institutions at lower
level. Moreover the training is not professional in:nature
but orientation to compensate for the inexperience; 3) inter-
nship prograMme which only means a two-month period of service

in a school serves no purpose; 4 new specialzed.00urses for
headmasters, teacher-educators should be restricted to summer
programmes for the time being; 5) correspondence and part-time
courses for untrained primary teachers are ineffective; 6)
recognition of education as an independent academic discipline

, would vot raise its status. Education is a social service and
only an improvement of the service can bring about the desired
change; 7) organization of content courses as part of profess-
ional education needs more attention.

833 SATYANARAYANA RAO Ps Science education - content and ped-
agogy. Educational India 1967, 33(7), 229-31.

The four-year teacher education course for the prospective
science teachers organized by the Regional Colleges of
Education, provides amPle opportunities for intergrating
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liberal arts education, professional education, speciali-
zation in one branch of science and direct experience in-
cluding practice teaching. Each student receives fundamental
knowledge in science through a unified course like physical
and biological science during first two years. Further
specialization follows thereafter. Liberal arts education
covers English, regional languages, social sciences, arts and
crafts and history of science. The allocation of working
hoars is as follows: science - 501 pedagogy - 20.% and
liberal arts - 21.5%.

834 SHARMA J Ms Some suggestions for improving the working
of our teachers training institutes. Educational Forum 1966,
WO, 14-19.

The suggestions offered includes 1) thorough, comprehensive
and vigorous practice teaching Drogrammes; 2) an experimental
or demonstration school attached to every training institute;
3) a revised curriculum consisting of two distinct, parts:
teaching methodology of subject and content courses on the
subject matter; 4) departments of extension services primar-
ily concerned with in-service training programme attached
to each' teacher education college; 5) staff having proper
qualifications coupled with adequate experience. Every
college should be preferably a residential one.

TEACHING METHODS

835 GAHLET N Ss Programme of instructional supervision in
secondary schools.. Rajasthan Board Journal of Education 1967,
3(2), 29-32 2 ref.

Supervision is not the exclusive job of the headmaster but
a co-operative effort in which all teachers should partioipate.
Supervisior stimulates, guides and acts as consultant to
'teachers in their efforts to improve instruction. Suggestions
`for improving the supervisory programme~ are: 1) discussion"
in the staff councils on instructional programmes with the
Active participation of all teachers; 2) classroom visit-
ations by headmasters followed by healthy discussion, &
intervi4ations by teachers; 3) demonstration teaching,
preferably by an outsider; 4 inservice training for teachers,
study groups and seminars; 5 adequate instructional material
and professional literature for the guidance of teachers; 6)
special training for supervisors to make them skilled in
group dynatics, personnel administration, human relations and
evaluation.
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836 GUPTA V Ft Study of success in teaching. Journal Of
Educational Research and :Extension 1967, 3(3): 81-8.17 ref.

A sample of 40 students from Govt. Basic Training College,
Dharmsala was investigated, for dciterMining the efficiency of
prediction and effectiveness of teaching success that could
be obtained from the variables viz., extravereiono.introVersion,
mental persistence,and sex differences. The more intr&frerteil
more persisted on mental task and Iesil extraverted ingvidu-
ale were found to be better teachers than the lees intro-
verted, less plsisted on mental task and more extraverted.
No significant difference was. found'in case of,sext.though
girls were the better.teachers.

837 KRISHNA MURTY. SE.Experimental projeati and their evalu-
ation. Educational Review'1966, 72(11), 244-5.

The methodology of the experimental. projects consists of
five steps; 1) choosing the problem; 2) giving the problem
an appropriate title; 3) framing objectives of the project;
4) working out details of the procedure for carrying out the
project; 5) evaluating the techniques of the procedure adopt-

in terms' of the objectives. Ten useful points for *each-
ers desirous of carrying out experimental projects in their
schools have been given.

Teacithig of Subjects,

838 .AIRAN 7 Wt Teaching of natural sciences. ( In Shah A.B. Ed.
Teaching of natural sciences. Bombay, Manaktalap,. 1966. 274.35 ).

The criticism that the stray of natural sciences at the
primary stage would altoother replace humanities is un---
founded. At the college level, science education should be
provided in depth separately to those who would take up pro-
fessional and pare science courses. The present deductive
approach to teaching should be supplemented by an intensive
inductive approach. Students should be given more intensive
training in manipulation of a apparatus and in drawing their
own Conclusions from their findings. The laboratory work
should be related to the teaching of theory and at the B.Sc.
stage the cxperiments should be related to the actual re-

. search woi1 being done in the.college or the univoraity. All
science studeAs should be first given a suitable course in
mathematics. Training at post-graduate level should be
entirely research-oriented.

839 BAPAT B Gs Bhagol adhyan Ini adhiapan (.1. Learning and
teaching of geography ) (Marathi). Poona, Venue prakaehan,

1966. 552p.
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_ A gul.de book for tAaz4ers ,containing. 26 chapters. In
ing with the teaching of the °Bali:3436'bl it has llesiz.firt.ressed.
:that.' the :teachitir--.4oU34:- use the .folko*ing..mp$hO.dss,
0,4006 (tlie inetho0 ;' 2i' narrative -.;044A stp* method);
3) -4tiestionAind ani4Wer -inethOdj . 4, -de4siA41.4,11:e.;..."410, 5) the pro-
Foot °method. Thei:** should be reat..ed.... with the knowledge
iiiii*rt`ed* and. stUdenti' Should. be taught to draw:maps and.

T.!and: to interrot them properly.

840 ovoistpaus S, lawAvAN .s, BALASUBRAMANIAN S 0: Assessment
of the teaOhing OfnUtrition in elementary sahoois in

derabad. '1160rial of .4utrition :and. Dietetics) 1967. 4(1 ) 2

0
.

An assessment has beeii. Made of the teaching. of nutrition in
ola4106. #!tO VI -of 22 schools in Iyderabad, pcolte#4g 55
c3gases," 47 :teachers. and 1,502. children. The nutritional
krlowles ge-of teachers was-found. inadequate There was a
0.eitirnuMbei'"O 1e4p:.:014149110iisied and urrtrain4d. tqaoherat ix

iiahools.rtiai tar. mom sat .s
factor `dory fewiy 04.1.-vfOie USed. :-by teaChera, the tfew that:

003t. :y**-1.4!Goveirninen.t Sch0.03.43 Though '3 to 4
weeks ere available "per .year: for ,teaphing nutVitioni .:.the

was much- le There:. was Some.. ittice-
abie tekeiitg on the 14pwleto
olassS6.)

841 CiAtIDHARI,. *A. Science teaching._ f,or u.ndo404
Shiltshale.1167 -1,4.

842

4f.r.10!.- gYan
4 /

V011owing steps hay,e beer suggested for.. the improvement of.
sCienasi. `ecItiokti:On at** tli.:ei:ii,07O011 i;tAlgeJ.
curricula with stre ss on ii1**6:1404.9YY eX11:0*WatP..;
inOrottnnent: labOratOrk0s;..- adO144.9n new,,,
evaluation meth4s 4.).:Pi.P44ation of qual ay textbooks.;

. 5.) . organisation of science clubs and.;.N.rs.; 6).*, training of
401.ona4-4en.e.her ; and. 7) Ovnitini.,scrola0..and .confer#nicass.
for teachers. The young pUPilii should...b4,;-trai404
a soiontific atti tide to ,think themSelvesi. to.. asperi,
menti and. to learn by. trial and 'error.

. .

DATXR. D: Difficulties in teaching social studies.. Social
Studies' Poacher 1967, 3(4)1- 6-8.

Since tici.e study. Subject.is not compulsory at the,..
seCOricisfstage.; is negleCted. most . The teach,
ing `i nod a 'lotted .to one to4Cher, but each component IS
t1140f!:birfdi,ff40re.ritteaChers.:As a result
40'610. i'.:o1.04':.66#49pt ;:of ::the

MOsis;Of -;t 4::sahciars ..do not :possess
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the necessary equipment. Considering the importance of the
subject it should be made compulsory at the secondary stage.

843 DEVADASONM Di Conceptual approach in science teaching.
Journal of the Mysore State Education Federation 1967, 20(6),
147-9.

.The science teachers should help students to use facts in
a numbez' of ways, and assist them to correlate the isolated
facts. The teachers should motivate students in the study
of .:science and guide them to develop new concepts. They
should analyse the topic and unit and having identified the
concepts and skills, should fihd the methods of developing
t4sm. As the teaching proceeds textbooks,' teachers' awn'
'experience, laboratory, audiovisual aide, and field trips
should be utilized for helping the pupils see the concepts.

844 GAIND D Ns New dimensions in the teaching of social studies
itindia & U.S.A. Social Studies Teacher 1966-67, 3(3),
7-10.

The teaching of social studies shbuld'be essentially sub-
ject-oriented. Even dynamic and active teaching method
cannot be effective unless it is reinforCed and sustained
by adequate subject-matter: The teachers should be cons-
tantly: alive to new developments in the subject and new
device and interpretation which:give new orientation and °I"'

bias to various conventional facts. Doctrinaire method
should not be adopted for' teaching various topics. Mail()

teaching controversial topics, the pupils should be taught
to wcightevidence dispassionately and draw their own con-
clusion. There should be teachers' handbooks for the guides
&nos of teachers. The trends in social studies teaching
in:U.S.A. have also been discussed.

845 JESWANI K K: Art in education. Delhi, Atma Ram & sons,

1967. 194p.

Presents a discussion of modern methods and techniques of
art teaching. The topics covered include: 1) the place of
art in education; 2) stages of development in children's .

art; 3) teaching of art; 4) creative learning in art; 5)

art in correlation with craft and other subjects; 6) art
teacher; 7) lesson plan; 8) materials through the ages.
About 100 methods of using art material have been described;
9) a brief hostory of Indian art; 10) a specimen lesson on
painting. A list of journals on art and list of films on
art available in various institutions and organizations in
India have been given.
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846 LOVING A Ds o-day' s-.challenge for teachers of :social
studies* 'Social..Studies Teach.er.1966-670 3(1),. 376*

Highlights.the-iMportanceof anthropologists, ,psychologists,
sociologists,. economists, historians and geographers in
developing international. unde-rstanding. The *ills., o.f...demb-
bratic groupt;process, eociometry., research critical analysis
and ciriticar thinking.,are ,basic tools, of social ',studies .teachir
era. Stuntst4nvolvement in the teaching-learning process:
is essential and both the .unit- and. projebt methods provide

opportunity.for active. participation in problem souring
techniques.:. A social. studies teacher .with a general kno*-

ledge of till social sciences, also contributes to international

understanding. through .classroom teaching and t d Scussions.. and
through..selection and use of audiovisual..material#.'

847' PAUL R Cs Teaching ,of chemistry. ( In Shah A B, Ed.

Teaching of natural sciences. Bombay, Me:naktalas.,

85-98 ).

In the lower classes teaching should be supplemented with

demonstratidn Work.. At the college level the emphasis. should
be on the :fundamental prinCiples. First year should,be,:
devoted to the study of general chemistry. The, long. form of'.
the periodic .tablo' should be adopted for teaching inorganic
ahemistry even. in schools.. The major .emphasis should be on

a 'course of phYtilical organic chemistry. In organic chemistry,
aliphatic and aromatic portions should be taught together
for presenting a unified approach; Teaching of inorganic

chemistry in the undergraduate stage should be based. on

Concepts like electronegativity, bonl !strength, ionization.

.-.potential. In practical chemistry ,emphasis should. be shifted

from qualitative to quantitative work and from macroanalysis

to 844-microanalysis. The need. for including instrumental
-analysis in the syllabi has been strcssed.

848 RAO' V Ss ieaching of biology. ( tri Shah A B, Ed.. Teaching

of natural salences. Bombay, Me,naktaias, 19 6 6 . ,4570 .

A. study of natural sciences at the primary, level is necess-
ary to gain some knowledge about the physical and biological
surroundings of man. In secondary schools stress shoul.d lie on
the interrelationship of various sciences. At, the college

level the students should. know the wide range of the differ-
ent natural sciences, the different branches in: each subject,
their interrelationships and their importance to human wel-

fare. It is, suggested that botany, zoology, chemistry, phy-

sics and mathematics should be compulsory ix, the first year.

At the M.Sc. level the students should be aquainted with

all the recent advances in the, subject and. °over, all the

broncos of the subject rather than concentrating, on one.
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Branch.. The students should offer a special paper instead
of a dissertation. M.Sc. degree should not be awarded entire-
ly on the basis of a theSis. Admission -to the Ph.D course
should be restricted to students who have takenM.Sc. degree
by papeps and no B.Sc. should be enrolled.- A scientist should
publish his papers, only in standard journals.

849 SAMRWAOORTHY P: Teaching of music. Madras, Indian music
publishing house, 1966. vi, 334P.

Discusses the following topics: 1) music and its place in
education; 2) music teacher; 3) aims and methods of teaching;
4) utilization of the music period, 5) extra- curricular
activities like organization of school choir, orchestra etc;
6) aids to teaching of music; 7) musical appreciation,. 8)
music as compulsory subject in training schools and colleges;
9) tests and evaluations; 10) music as a career; 11) princi,
pies of framing a syllabus and a specimen model syllabus;
12) music competition. The teaching concerns Oarnatic
music only.

850 SOHONI G P: What is wrong with our science teaching?
Maharashtra EdUcational Journal 1967, 15(5), 136-9.

The main factors contributing to the lowering of standards
are: 1) incompetent teachers; 2) vague objectives of teach-
ing science; 3) unsatisfactory syllabus;. 4) inadequate labo-
ratory equipment; and 5) wrong methods of teaching. The

stress is on imparting knowledge, and cultural value of
science is neglected. Science clubs are not encouraged.
Teachers should prepare themselves, collect material and
equipment before teaching the subject and should keep in
touch with current science periodicals. Government should
arrange for inservice training for teachers.

851 SOOD J K: Rethinking in our biology teaching. Educational
Review 1966, 72(11), 248-51, 5 ref.

Dynamic approach to biological sciences at the school level
can improve the defective system of biology teaching. The
psychological and empirical approach to the selection of
material is necessary for this purpose. Analytical appro-
ach should be adopted in teaching children in the primary
stages. Informal teaching should be in the form of stories,
collecting and watching animals and insects, and preparing
models. At the middle and secondary stages more laboratory
work should be provided. Development of a dynamic syllabus
which emphasizes the values to be imbibed from biological
sciences has been urged. Importance of the study of social
biology and'application of molecular conceptual framework
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;

and mathematics, particularly statistics, for the study and
interpretation of biological sciences has been brought out.

SUDARSANAM R, VISVESVARAN H: Study of attitude of teachers
of English in Secondary schools in Coimbatore towards teach-
lag'English. Journal of 'Educational Research and Extension

1967, 3(3), 103-11. 8 ref.

A sample of 238 teachers from 24 schools was subjeOted to an
investigation consisting of attitude scales with 50 state-
ments and a questionnaire. It was fouhd that teachers with
favourable attitude towards the profession and an aspiration
to read English language and literature and to prepare for
higher studies show a favourable attitude towards teaching
English. Since in-service' training has a positve inluence
on the attitude of teachers, steps shoUld be taken-44'0r-
ganize courses to cover all English teachers. In or to
make the best use of the English lesson broadcasts of All
India Radio, only the prescribed lessons should be broad-
Oast.

853 WAGH D B: Teaching of mathematics. ( In Shah A-11, Ed.
Teaching of natural sciences. Bombay, Manaktalas, 1967761-72).

The establishment of Centres of Advanced Studies, organising
summer schools, seminars and coaching camps would improve
the quality of mathematics teachers. Elaborate programmes
for the in-service training of, teachers should be planned.
The institution of a post-M.A. degree in universities,
specially to improve the subject-equipment of the teacher,
has been suggested.. Ahother attempt in this respect would
be the creation of a pool of teachersproficient.in modern
mathematics who could be requested to give lecturecourses
to college teachers The syllabus for the postgraduate
courses Should be set with a specific planned objective
'whirs the undergraduate course would be the preparatory
level. A long term plan for syllabus improvement should
be designed.

854 YAJNIK r S: Teaching of social studies in India. Bombay,

Orient Longmans, 1966, v, 174. 65 ref.

The .8 chapters deal with the following. topics: Chapter I:
Need for a change; Chapter meaning and scope of social
studies.. History, geography and civics should be fused into

s 'synthesized whole. The emphasis should.not be on any of
these subjects but on social.experienoe gained through the
total.programme; Chapter III: social studies teacher and
his tools. The equipment suggested, however, are aids to
teaching and not substitutes. Chapter IV: principles of the
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stUdie0 syllabus; Chapter. V.1 suggesting ihe
stUdifii syllabus *Four 'nib:dela have been suggested: .0yllabus .

in time Sequence, syllabus in space relations,in'.:tertis:of
relationships, and in terfis.:of'.-tOpiCe;::OhaPteir Vt.e.'methods
of teaching social studies. Emphasis in teahing..'should.
Shift from memorizing from books to learningfrOM'.real. life
sitUration using .,,community Chapter VU .project

:lay in social studies Seven samples of projects have been
givei . in the 'apPendiX;..041Xpter .evaluation in social

:.: studies. raluation should. replace examination', and. this"
should. be based on different:,,Icinds of tests and,device107oral
and written test 0 (objective, . short-answer and essaytipe) 9

case .studl.se;.-.0oCiograMs;.and...-pbservatiOns.. ;

TEACHER ORGANIZATION

855 BAPAT B 04 Effective organization of subject-teachers,
3sociations. New Concepts 1966, Ill), 37-9.

The .formation of .eubject-teach.ers, associations as recommend.-
ed by the Education Commission (196446) would raise the
academic level of teachers, improve the quality of teaching
and consequently the level of achievement of the pupil. Such
associations would. provide a forum for mutual exchange of
experience and thus evolve some now teaching techniques.
Every activity undertaken by the associations should. be
examined. critically from the viewpoint of its contribution
to education. The problems involved in forming the associ-
millions have been pointed out.

TEACHERS

856 JAIN K K4 School as a total functional. unit. Educational
Forum 1966, 11(4), 30-2.

The teaaher should. be engaged ins .1) classroom activities',a total' school 'activities; and 3) community activities. For
success in classroom activities he should. have thorough
knowledge of the subject and. be well-versed., in teachina
'methodology. The total school aclivities include acquain-
tance with 1) the school plant; 2) the school programme;
service. facilities; 4) school administration; 5) parent-
teacher. activities. Participating. in community activities
is necestiary, bemuses 1) the modern school curriculum is
bated upon ;real life needs of the children; 2), some of the
material and. resources- of learning are .available In the
community.

857 KUMAR RE Study of teachers, worries. Rajasthan Board
journal of Eclueation1967.. 3(2), '10-13. 3 ref.
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A sample of 246 teachers (180 men and 66 women) of high
schools in Jullundur was asked to list only three causes of
their worries. About 700 factors mentioned by thou were
classified into 10 broad categories and, arranged in order
of frequency of listing. Women worry more than men and
married women living'alon0 worry most. Marrled teachers
living with their partners worry less than others, while
teachers married and living alone worry more,than single
teachers. In general, the worries arise more Irlal personal
life than from professional life. It is pleaded that steps
shOuid be taken to ameliorate the lot of teachers to ensure
improved teaching.

858 VIJ D R: Traits of a successful teacher. Indian Education

1967, 6(4), 14-20.

AA opinionnaire consisting of 15 traits of a successful teach-
er was administered to two groups of 30 studento each from
Government Degree College (with .psychology as one of the
subjects) and Government Post-Graduate Basic Training College,
Dharmsala 'for eliciting their opinion regarding the relative
importance of each trait. Traits getting equal importance
from both the groups are: teaching (rank 1), cooperation
(rank 6): impartiality (rank 1C), and solviety (rank 15).
The coefficient of corrolations betkeen the ranks given by
the degree college students and by prospective teachers,
calculated by the rank difference method, was found to be 73..
which is significant both at 0.5 and 0.1 level. It may
be concluded that fundamental qualities and abilities of an
effective teacher do not vary much with the type of students.

UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION

859 INDIA. UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION: Report for the year

1965 -66. New Delhi, the Commission, December 1966..89p.

Some important facts and figures relating to the period
under report are: 1).no. of universities and. institutions
of similar status - 73, 2) no: of colleges-2,572; 3) en-
rolment - 17,281773, 4) postgraduate enrolment - 91,830,

5) research enrolment - 8,633. Enrolment at the post-'
graduate level rose substantially in engineering and tech-
nology, medicine, agriculture and veterinary. science. At
the research level the increase was in agriculture, engin-
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eering and technology, The Commission continued its efforts
to raise the standards of education by adopting the follow-
ing measures: 1) fl4rther improvement of the Centres of Advanw-
oed Study, 2) summer insitutos, seminars and conferences,
3) 'appointment of review committees devtted to Specific
disciplines, 4) examination reform. Thee programMe of area
studies which envisages an intensive study of the histori-
cal, social and economic background of different regions and
countries,' is being implemented. Rajasthan University took
up South-Asian studies and Osmenia. U:aiversity took up Lido-
Arab relationships. No new University would be started. with-
out the.conourrence,of theCOmmissicng Eitablishment .off`
postgraduateicentres woUld-be preparatory step leading to
the establishmentestablishie of .new

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

860 ABBAS LAMAR: Workers' education in perspective. Indian
Journal of Adult Education 1967, 28(1), 1042.

For historical reasons trade unions in developing countries
have not yet been able to assume their full role. Adequate
attention should therefore be paid to the contents of the
educational programme as well as to the philosophy defining
the guiding principles. One of the basic objectives of a:
workers' education programme, therefore, should be to pre-
pare trade unionists capable of managing their own affairs.
The gap between the so-called elite and the rank and file
should be bridged through education. As the workers play
an important role in the economic development of a country,
workers' education must pry, due attention to the social and
economic problems.

861 DIKSRIT R D: Education for rural reconstruction. Indian
Education 1967, 6(3), 4-10.

In order to sustain rural development it is necessary to,
promote agriculture-based small scale industries to provide
employment opportunities to the rural population. Some
changes, in the primary and secondary stage curricula are,
therefore, called for to stop migration of educated rural
population to cities. The secondary education suited to
rural environments should be terminal in, nature to enable
students to take up some produc4ive occupations in villages
Agricultural education should be correlated to some extent,
to farm practices in vogue in villages. Basic education
should be reoriented to modern developments and centre
around crafts having practical value.

862 KELKAR1M G: Some *thoughti; on vocational,: agriculture
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opesemaetwesoammo: V,A=4,44.P711.,,7=Iday-7

education programme in secondary sChotild in India. Indian
Education 1967, 6(3), 11-21*. 5 ref. .

.

..%
planning the Progxamme the factors to be cOrisidered..ares

1) selectiOn' of suitable students likely to be benefitted. by
the programinef.2Y employment potential intaiiing and allied
.4:elds; 3) courses': study; 4) Minion= enrOlment4 5) minimum
fiCilities for initiating the. programMe. Students vihO are
not.likely to:follow an oc.icipation reqUiring training in.
farming should: not be elected for Sucth courses, Stlidents
from the farmers community should. be preferrld. Besides
gainful employthents in private and public sector. , proper
organization of taming by students belonging to farmers
family would ensure adequate financial' return. Two Courses
Should be organized - one for those desirous of higher agri-
cultural education and the other for students intending to
return to farm.or interested in .emplOymint. Besides, there
should be part-time courses for .adult. farmers. The optimum
enrolinent should. be 150 to 200 students including those in
*crafts in lOwer classess. An instructional of about 10
acres With:good. irrigation facilities and a good library are
minimum, requirements.
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